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Cancer!is!prevalent!around!the!world,!with!14.1!million!new!cases!diagnosed!in!2012!alone.!In!2012,!8.2!million!deaths!were!caused!by!cancer,!making!it!one!of!the!leading!causes!of!death!worldwide.!The!cancers!responsible!for!the!most!deaths!around! the! world! are! those! of! the! lung,! liver,! stomach,! colorectal,! breast! and!esophagus!(Globocan,!2012).!In!Canada,! it! is!projected!that!191,300!new!cases!will!be! diagnosed! in! 2014.! Alarmingly,! approximately! 2! in! 5! Canadians! will! develop!cancer,!with!1!in!4!Canadians!dying!as!a!result!of!cancer!(Canadian!Cancer!Society,!2014).!
Cancer!is!characterized!by!uncontrolled!cell!proliferation!of!abnormal!cells.!A!mass! of! abnormally! proliferating! cells! that! is! unable! to! penetrate! their! basement!membrane!and!invade!surrounding!tissue!is!considered!to!be!benign!and,!therefore,!nonMcancerous.! However! when! this! tumour! invades! surrounding! tissue,! blood!vessels,! or! lymphatic! vessels,! it! is! malignant.! Metastasis! arises! when! the! cancer!spreads!to!a!secondary!site!of!the!body!(Vogelstein!et!al.,!2013).!!!
Carcinogenesis! can! be! promoted! through! different! methods.! Carcinogens!cause!somatic!mutations!mainly!in!oncogenes!and!tumourMsuppressor!genes!(Croce,!2008).!Carcinogens!can!be!physical!(ex.!radiation),!chemical!(ex.!tobacco!smoke),!or!biological! (ex.! human! papillomavirus).! GermMline! mutations! can! also! cause!predisposition! to! cancer! (Vineis,! Schatzkin,!&!Potter,!2010).!For!example,!mutated!variants! of! BRCA1! can! be! inherited! and! largely! increase! the! potential! to! develop!breast!and!ovarian!cancer!(Ford,!1994).!Changes!at!the!epigenetic!level!can!increase!
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the! susceptibility! towards! carcinogenesis.! Usually! a! tumour! contains! two! to! eight!driver! gene! mutations,! which! are! characterized! by! their! ability! to! give! the! cell! a!selective! growth! advantage! through! the! regulation! of! cell! fate,! cell! survival! or!genome! maintenance! (Vogelstein! et! al.,! 2013).! Cancer! is! a! very! heterogeneous!disease,! as! its! development! and! characteristics! differ! greatly! between! individuals.!Furthermore,!there!is!even!large!heterogeneity!between!the!cancer!cells!themselves!in!a!single!patient.!This!is!because!a!malignant!tumour!rarely!arises!from!one!genetic!change;! secondary! and! tertiary! genetic! alterations! often! follow! the! initial! genetic!alteration,!producing!different!subpopulations!of!cancer!cells.!This!makes!treatment!difficult!and!complex,!as!there!exists!different!subpopulations!of!cells!that!may!have!different!levels!of!vulnerability!to!cancer!treatments!(Croce,!2008).!!
Cancer! cells! become! tumorigenic! and!malignant! through! the! acquisition! of!traits,!and!this!is!driven!by!genomic!stability!and!inflammatory!state.!The!hallmarks!of!cancer!that!define!a!cancer!cell,!as!described!by!Hanahan!and!Weinberg,!are!the!ability!to!resist!cell!death,!sustain!proliferative!signaling,!evade!growth!suppressors,!induce! angiogenesis,! enable! replicative! immortality! and! activate! invasion! and!metastasis!(Hanahan!&!Weinberg,!2000).!These!hallmarks!allow!the!cancerous!cells!to! survive,! proliferate! and! spread! at! the! expense! of! the! organism.! Recently,! two!more!hallmarks!have!been!added!to!this!list:!reprogramming!of!energy!metabolism!and!evading!immune!destruction!(Hanahan!&!Weinberg,!2011).!!
Cancer!cells!have!drastically!different!cellular!energy!metabolism!compared!to! nonMcancerous! cells.! Normal! cells! rely! mostly! on! mitochondrial! oxidative!
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phosphorylation!for!their!ATP!production,!while!cancer!cells!tend!to!rely!mostly!on!glycolysis! even! under! aerobic! conditions;! this! phenomenon! is! known! as! the!Warburg!effect!(Warburg,!1956).!This! is!disconcerting,!as!converting!one!molecule!of!glucose!to!lactate!produces!2!ATP,!while!oxidative!phosphorylation!produces!36!ATP!per!glucose!molecule!(Vander!Heiden,!Cantley,!&!Thompson,!2009).!There!are!a!few!hypotheses!as!to!why!this!switch!to!aerobic!glycolysis!occurs!in!cancer!cells,!all!of! which! center! around! a! growth! advantage.! One! hypothesis! is! that! the! switch!favours! cell! proliferation! rather! than!efficient! energy!production.!This! switch!may!facilitate!the!incorporation!of!nutrients!to!biomass,!which!is!needed!for!proliferation!(Vander! Heiden! et! al.,! 2009).! Another! hypothesis! is! that! cancer! cells! switch! to!aerobic! glycolysis! to! combat! and! protect! itself! against! intermittent! hypoxia!conditions!(Gatenby!&!Gillies,!2004).!Although!the!exact!reason!is!still!disputed,!the!reprogramming! of! energy! metabolism! in! cancer! cells! confers! an! advantage! as! it!drives!cell!growth!and!survival!(Hanahan!&!Weinberg,!2011).!!
Mitochondria! in! cancer! cells! are! very! different! than! those! in! normal! cells.!Malignant!tumour!cells!have!less!mitochondria!than!normal!cells.!Additionally!they!have! altered!morphology! and! function! in! comparison! to! normal! cells! (Hail,! 2005;!Krishnan! &! Truong,! 2002;! White,! Arya,! &! Tewari,! 1974).! Many! cancers! have!overexpressed! antiMapoptotic! BclM2! and! BclMXL,! which! localize! to! the! outer!mitochondrial! membrane! (OMM)! and! stabilize! it! (Gogvadze,! Orrenius,! &!Zhivotovsky,! 2009).! Additionally,! many! cancers! have! upregulated! hexokinases.!These!hexokinases!are!able!to!bind!to!voltageMdependent!anion!channels!(VDAC)!in!the! OMM! to! stabilize! it! and! prevent! binding! of! proMapoptotic! proteins! (Gogvadze,!
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Orrenius,!&!Zhivotovsky,!2008)!These!alterations!to!the!OMM!make!it!more!resistant!to! permeabilization,! and! therefore! less! susceptible! to! mitochondrial! pathway! of!apoptosis!(Gogvadze,!Zhivotovsky,!&!Orrenius,!2010).!!
Current!Cancer!Therapies!
An!appropriate!cancer!treatment!plan!depends!on!many!factors,!including!the!type! and! severity! of! a! patient’s! cancer.! The! main! types! of! treatments! that! are!available!are!surgery,!chemotherapy,!radiation!and!targeted!therapy.!!
! Surgery!is!employed!to!remove!a!tumour!that!is!localized!to!one!area!of!the!body!and!is!used!to!physically!remove!the!cancer!cells,!however,!some!cancer!cells!could!remain! in! the!vicinity,!and!as!such!chemotherapy! is!used!as!a!second! line!of!therapy.! Chemotherapy! involves! using! cytotoxic! drugs! to! target! rapidly! dividing!cells.! Unfortunately,! these! cytotoxic! drugs! can! also! kill! nonMcancerous! cells! that!divide! rapidly! (Corrie,! 2008).! Some! common! chemotherapeutic! drugs! include!fluorouracil! (5MFU),! which! is! used! for! colon,! breast,! stomach! and! head! and! neck!cancer,! and! gemcitabine! (Gemzar®),! which! is! used! for! pancreatic,! breast,! ovarian!and!lung!cancer!(American!Cancer!Society,!2013).!Because!of! its! lack!of!selectivity,!chemotherapy! is! associated!with!many! side! effects! including! nausea,! decreases! in!blood! counts! and! diarrhea! (Partridge,! Burstein,! &!Winer,! 2001).! Chemotherapy! is!also!associated!with!severe!longMterm!side!effects! including!an!increased!chance!of!developing! a! secondary! malignancy! and! cardiac! toxicity! (Azim,! de! Azambuja,!Colozza,!Bines,!&!Piccart,!2011).!!
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! Radiation!therapy!involves!the!use!of!radiation!to!target!the!DNA!of!rapidly!dividing! cells,! to! induce! double! stranded! DNA! breaks.! This! DNA! damage! leads! to!downstream! signaling! that:! a)! attempts! to! repair! the! damage! or! b)! induces!programmed!cell!death!processes! in!cancer!cells.!Unfortunately,! the!damage! is!not!limited! to! cancer! cells! and! normal! cells! become! unfortunate! victims! of! radiation!therapy.!Because!of!this,!the!use!of!radiation!has!to!be!extensively!planned!out!and!executed!properly.!The!radiation!is!generally!focused!on!the!tumour!area!to!limit!its!exposure! to!normal! cells.! Furthermore,! the! tolerance!of! the!nearby!nonMcancerous!tissue!and!cells!must!be!taken!into!account!to!determine!the!dosage!of!radiation!that!can! be! used.! Although! radiation! therapy! is! an! important! and! effective! treatment!option,!it!is!associated!with!some!adverse!side!effects,!including!fatigue,!nausea,!hair!loss,!bone!marrow!(immune)!suppression,!and!induction!of!future!cancers.!(National!Cancer!Institute,!2010).!!!
! Targeted! therapy! is! a! relatively! new! form! of! cancer! treatment! that! is! very!specific! for! proteins! or! pathways! involved! in! cancer.! Targeted! therapy! takes!advantage!of!changes! that!are!specific! to!cancer!development,!allowing! for!a!more!cancer!specific!treatment!(Sawyers,!2004).!!!This!differs!greatly!from!chemotherapy,!which!is!systematic!and!nonMspecific.!The!main!categories!of!targeted!therapies!are!hormone! therapies,! protein! kinase! inhibitors,! and! immunotherapies! (National!Cancer! Institute,!2014).!Hormone!therapies!generally! target!estrogen,!androgen!or!aromatase!to!slow!or!halt!the!growth!of!tumours!(Widmer!et!al.,!2014).!One!example!of! a! common! hormone! therapy! is! Tamoxifen! (Nolvadex®),! which! selectively!modulates!estrogen!receptors!and! is!used! to! treat!breast!cancer! (Jordan!&!Brodie,!
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2007).! Protein! kinase! inhibitors! can! be! used! to! inhibit! signal! transduction! or!angiogenesis!and!most!often!target!tyrosine!kinase!(Widmer!et!al.,!2014).!Gefitinib!(Iressa®)! is! a! type! of! protein! kinase! inhibitor! that! target! epidermal! growth! factor!receptor! (EGFR)! that! is! used! to! treat! nonMsmall! cell! lung! cancer! (Arora!&! Scholar,!2005).!!Sorafenib!!(Nexavar®)!is!used!to!treat!HepatoMcellular!carcinoma!(HCC)!and!target! multiple! kinases! to! halt! angiogenesis! (targets! vascular! endothelial! growth!factor! receptor! (VEGFR))! and! tumour!progression! (Russo! et! al.,! 2014).! The!use! of!immunotherapy!for!cancer!treatment!has!become!more!popular!in!recent!years.!This!type!of!therapy!involves!triggering!the!body’s!immune!response!to!naturally!kill!the!cancer! cells! (Blattman! &! Greenberg,! 2004).! Ipilimumab! (Yervoy®)! is! an! FDA!approved!antibody!used!in!the!treatment!of!melanoma!that!blocks!CTLAM4,!allowing!for! prolonged! activation! of! TMcells! and! immune! system! activation! (Mansh,! 2011).!Although!these!targeted!therapies!are!generally!associated!with!lower!toxicity!than!chemotherapy,!they!can!be!accompanied!by!some!cardiac!side!effects!and!diarrhea!(Rottlaender,!Reda,!Motloch,!&!Hoppe,!2011).!!!!!!!!






Apoptosis!(programmed!cell!death!type!I)! is!more!simply!known!as!cellular!suicide.! It! is! both! inherent! and! necessary! for! the! well! being! of! multiMcellular!organisms! because! it! allows! for! the! controlled! death! of! cells! that! are! no! longer!needed! or! able! to! adequately! perform! their! duties.! It! is! characterized! by! specific!morphological! changes! including! cell! shrinkage,! pyknosis,! formation! of! apoptotic!bodies! and,! subsequently,! removal! by!phagocytosis! (Häcker,! 2000;!Kerr,!Wyllie,!&!Currie,! 1972).! Unlike! necrosis! (another! form! of! cell! death),! apoptosis! does! not!produce!an!inflammatory!response.!Apoptosis!is!also!associated!with!the!activation!of!caspase!proteins!(cysteine!residues!specific!for!aspartate),!which,!once!activated,!activate! other! procaspases! creating! a! cascade! (Elmore,! 2007;! Thornberry,! 1998).!Caspases! are! considered! to! be! initiators! (caspase! M2,! M8,! M9,! M10)! or! executers!(caspase! M3,! M6,! M7)! based! on! their! role! (Elmore,! 2007).! There! are! two! major!pathways!through!which!apoptosis!can!occur:!the!intrinsic!and!extrinsic!pathways.!
The! extrinsic! pathway,! or! death! receptor! pathway,! is! initiated! by! the!interaction!of!death!receptors!and!their!corresponding! ligands!(Beere,!2005).! !The!death! receptors! are! members! of! the! tumor! necrosis! factor! (TNF)! receptor!superfamily,!which!possess!cysteineMrich!extracellular!domains!(Ashkenazi!&!Dixit,!1998).! !The!presence!of!death!domains!(cytoplasmic!domain!of!80!amino!acids)! in!these!receptors!is!important!for!the!transfer!of!the!death!signal.!Upon!binding!of!the!death! receptors! with! their! corresponding! ligands,! a! deathMinducing! signaling!
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complex!(DISC)!is! formed,!activating!caspaseM8!and!caspaseM3!(Elmore,!2007).!This!is!followed!by!the!execution!phase!of!apoptosis.!!
The! intrinsic! pathway! or! mitochondrial! pathway! of! apoptosis! is!characterized!by!permeabilization!of!the!outer!mitochondrial!membrane,!release!of!cytochrome! c! and! activation! of! procasapaseM9! (Beere,! 2005).! This! pathway! is!regulated! by! the! BclM2! family! of! proteins,! which! act! to! control! the! mitochondrial!permeabilization!(Cory!&!Adams,!2002).!Unlike!the!extrinsic!pathway,!it!is!initiated!by! nonMreceptorMmediated! stimuli,! producing! intracellular! signals.! Possible! signals!include! the! suppression! of! specific! apoptosis! inhibiting! growth! factors,! hormones!and!cytokines!or! introduction!of!radiation,! toxins,!hypoxia!and!free!radicals.!These!signals! lead!to!the!mitochondrial!membrane!permeabilization,!releasing!many!proMapoptotic! proteins! into! the! cytosol,! including! cytochrome! c,! endonuclease! G,!apoptosisMinducing! factor! (AIF)! and! Smac/DIABLO.! Cytochrome! C! and!Smac/DIABLO!can!then!activate!apoptosis!in!a!caspaseMdependent!manner!(Elmore,!2007).! AIF! and! endonuclease! G! can! activate! apoptosis! in! a! caspaseMindependent!manner! (Bröker,! Kruyt,! &! Giaccone,! 2005).! Once! in! the! cytosol,! these! proteins!activate! the! execution! phase! of! apoptosis.! The! intrinsic! and! extrinsic! pathways! of!apoptosis!are!not!mutually!exclusive!and!do!overlap.!For!example,!caspaseM8!(which!becomes! activated! in! the! extrinsic! pathway)! can! cleave! BH3MinteractingMdomain!death!agonist!(BID),!producing!tBID,!which! is!a!proMapoptotic!member!of! the!BclM2!family!and!an!inducer!of!the!intrinsic!pathway!(Jesenberger!&!Jentsch,!2002).!Both!pathways!and!their!connections!are!illustrated!in!Figure!1.!
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Necrosis! is! a! form! of! pathological! cell! death! that! occurs! following! cellular!injury!caused!by!external!forces!such!as!toxins,!trauma!or!infection.! !Because!of!its!unexpected! nature,! it! is! often! referred! to! as! accidental! or! premature! cell! death.!Unlike! apoptosis,! there! is! no! chromatin! condensation! and! instead! of! cellular!shrinkage! there! is! cellular! swelling.! Furthermore,! the! cell! loses! it! membrane!integrity! and! eventually! lyses,! releasing! its! intracellular! content.! This,! in! turn,!initiates!an!inflammatory!response!(Zong!&!Thompson,!2006).!
As! alluded! to! above,! necrosis! has! always! been! considered! to! be! an!uncontrolled! form! of! cell! death.! Recently,! however,! researchers! have! begun! to!uncover! a! programmed! form! of! necrosis,! which! has! been! termed! necroptosis!(Kaczmarek,! Vandenabeele,! &! Krysko,! 2013).! This! form! of! necrosis! is! regulated!because!it!occurs!following!a!very!specific!set!of!steps.!It!is!dependent!on!receptorMinteracting! protein! kinase! 1! and! 3! (RIPK1! and! RIPK3)! and! can! be! inhibited! by!caspaseM8! and!Necrostatin! 1! (NecM1)! (Galluzzi! &! Kroemer,! 2008).! There! are! some!compounds!that!are!appear!to!be!able!to!induce!this!programmed!necrosis!in!cancer!cells!(Li!et!al.,!2007).!!
Autophagy!
! Autophagy! is! a! cell! survival! method! that! breaks! down! cytoplasmic!components! using! lysosomes.! There! are! three! main! types! of! autophagy:!macroautophagy,! microautophagy! and! chaperoneMmediated! autophagy.!
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Macroautophagy! is! the! most! widely! studied! form! and! is! usually! referred! to! as!autophagy.! This! catabolic! process! generates! energy! for! a! cell! when! it! is! under!starvation! or! stress.! It! also! allows! for! the! removal! of! dysfunctional! cellular!components,! while! allowing! the! cell! to! remain! alive! (Mizushima,! 2007).! Upon!induction! of! autophagy,! a! phagophore! sequesters! the! targeted! cytoplasmic!components! (proteins! or! organelles),! eventually! surrounding! it! in! a! doubleMmembrane! vesicle! to! form!an! autophagosome.!This! then! fuses!with! a! lysosome! to!form! an! autolysosome,! which! is! then! degraded! and! recycled! (Figure! 2)! (Chen! &!Klionsky,!2011).!!
Autophagy!is!largely!considered!a!proMsurvival!process,!and!for!the!majority!of!cases!it!is.!However,!it!has!been!proposed!that!sustained!exposure!to!stressors!can!lead!to!prolonged!autophagy!and!subsequently,!nonMapoptotic!cell!death;!proMdeath!autophagy! or! programmed! cell! death! type! II! (Bursch! et! al.,! 2000;! Tsujimoto! &!Shimizu,! 2005).! This! finding! has! lead! to! some! controversy! in! the! field! of! cancer!research.!Many!disagree!about!whether!the!initiation!or!inhibition!of!autophagy!is!a!more!effective!treatment!strategy!(White!&!DiPaola,!2009).!Many!type!of!cancer!cells!have!an!increased!basal!level!of!autophagy!because!of!their!rapid!proliferation!and!metabolic! strain.! Autophagy! in! cancer! cells! is! often! cited! as! a! cause! of! treatment!resistance,! as! it! allows! the! cells! to! tolerate! and! survive! stress! induced! by!chemotherapeutics!(Kimmelman,!2011;!Yang,!Chee,!Huang,!&!Sinicrope,!2011).!The!inhibition! of! autophagy! has! been! shown! to! induce! apoptotic! cell! death! and!combinatorial! studies! with! autophagy! inhibitors! and! chemotherapeutics! yielded!increased! cell! death! and! decreased! tumour! growth! in! both! in' vivo' and! in' vitro'
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! Colchicine! is! a! natural! product! obtained! from! meadow! saffron! (Colchicum'


















































































Turmeric! spice!has! been!used! for! centuries! in! traditional!medicine! to! treat!many!different!ailments,!including!biliary!disorders,!anorexia,!diabetic!wounds,!and!rheumatoid!arthritis.!Turmeric!spice!is!made!from!the!rhizomes!of!the!herb!turmeric!(Curcuma'longa),!which!is!a!member!of!the!Zingiberaceae!family!(Shehzad,!Wahid,!&!Lee,! 2010).! It! is! composed! of! three! different! curcuminoids:! curcumin!(diferuloylmethane),! demethoxycurcumin! and! bisdemethoxycurcumin,! as! well! as!volatile!oils,!sugars,!proteins!and!resins!(Nagpal!&!Sood,!2013).!Curcumin!has!been!identified! as! the! active! component! of! turmeric,! responsible! for! its! beneficial!properties! and! bright! yellow! colour! (Figure! 4)! (BarMSela,! Epelbaum,! &! Schaffer,!2010).!A! lot!of! research!has!been! conducted!on! curcumin! in! the!past! few!decades!that! has! yielded! exciting! results.! Curcumin! been! proposed! for! treatment! of!many!inflammatory!ailments!because!of!its!antMinflammatory!and!antiMoxidant!properties!(Kant! et! al.,! 2014).! It! exhibits! antiMmicrobial! properties! against! some! bacteria,!viruses,!fungi!and!parasites!(De!et!al.,!2009;!Zorofchian!Moghadamtousi!et!al.,!2014).!Additionally,!curcumin!has!shown!antiMcancer!properties.!Treatment!with!curcumin!was!able!to!induce!apoptosis!in!MDAMMBM231!and!MCFM7!human!breast!cancer!cells!and!SGCM7901!gastric!adenocarcinoma!cells,!as!well!as!inhibit!tumour!growth!in'vivo!(Hong,!Wu,! &!Wu,! 2014;! Lv! et! al.,! 2014;! Xue! et! al.,! 2014).! It! has!many!molecular!targets! from! several! signaling! pathways! that! are! associated! with! its! antiMcancer!activities;!these!targets!include!growth!factors!(e.g.!VEGF),!transcription!factors!(e.g.!NFMκB! and! APM1),! cytokines! (e.g.! interleukins),! enzymes! (e.g.! COXM2)! and! genes!involved! in! the!regulation!of! cell!proliferation!and!cell!death! (e.g.!p53,!DRM5,!BclM2!
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and!BclMxl)(Kunnumakkara!et!al.,!2009;!Nagaraju!et!al.,!2012).!The!exact!mechanism!of!action!of!curcumin!is!still!unknown!in!regards!to!the!method!in!which!it!commits!cancer!cells!to!death.!!





































































































































! As! described! above! curcumin! and! colchicine! are! natural! compounds! that!possess!antiMcancer!properties.!Unfortunately,!curcumin!has!low!bioavailability!and!colchicine! is! associated! with! toxicity! to! normal! cells;! for! these! reasons,! their!potential!as!antiMcancer!treatment!in!a!clinical!setting!is!limited.!This!creates!a!need!for! the! development! of! novel! synthetic! analogues! of! curcumin! and! colchicine.!Furthermore,! the! combination! of! these! nonMtoxic! natural! compounds/analogues!with! piperlongumine! can! lead! to! enhanced! antiMcancer! activity.! Changes! in! their!structure!may!lead!to!improved!bioavailability!and!selectivity.!!
The!objective!of! this!research! is! to!determine!the!efficacy!and!selectively!of!colchicine!and!curcumin!analogues!against!different!cancers.!In!order!to!accomplish!this,!we!have!the!following!specific!aims:!!
• To!evaluate!the!efficacy!and!selectivity!of!allocolchicine!derivatives!in!in'vitro!and! in'vivo!models,! in!addition!to!assessment!of! their!mechanisms!(Chapter!2).!
• To! screen! different! novel! synthetic! analogues! of! curcumin! for! their! antiMcancer!activity!in!cancerous!and!nonMcancerous!cell!types!(Chapter!3).!
• To! evaluate! the! efficacy! and! selectivity! of! curcumin! analogues! in! highly!resistant,!tripleMnegative!breast!cancer!cells.!To!investigate!the!mechanism!of!action!for!the!efficacious!analogues!(Chapter!4).!!
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Introduction(! In!Canada,!it!is!estimated!that!187,!600!people!will!be!diagnosed!with!cancer!and!75,!500!people!will!die!from!cancer!in!2013!(Canada,!2013).!Of!the!vast!number!of!different!types!of!cancer,!pancreatic!cancer!is!one!of!the!most!deadly,!as!it!is!very!aggressive,! resistant! to! treatment,! progresses! rapidly! and! has! a! lack! of! clear!symptoms;! therefore,! it! is! associated!with!poor!prognosis!and! late! stage!diagnosis!(Eckel,!Schneider,!&!Schmid,!2006;!Tuveson!&!Hanahan,!2011).!Current!treatments!available! for! pancreatic! cancer! include! surgery,! radiation,! and! several!chemotherapies,!including!5>fluorouracil!and!gemcitabine!(Rothenberg!et!al.,!1996).!Unfortunately,! the! effectiveness! of! these! treatment! options! is! not! long! lasting! and!they!are!associated!with!severe!adverse!side!effects,!due!to!non>selective!targeting!of!non>cancerous!cells!(Kindler!et!al.,!2010).!While!much!progress!has!been!made!in!many!cancer!types,!pancreatic!cancer!cases!and!deaths!are!still!on!the!rise!(Kohler!et!al.,!2011).!It!is!of!great!importance!that!selective,!safer!and!non>toxic!alternative!to!current! treatment! options! are! developed! for! those! who! suffer! with! pancreatic!cancer.!Leukemia!is!another!deadly!type!of!cancer!that!occurs!when!blood!stem!cells!in!the!bone!marrow!develop!into!abnormal!cells.!It! is!estimated!to!be!diagnosed!in!5,800! Canadians! in! 2013,! killing! 2,600.! Although! treatment! options! are! available,!there!is!still!a!need!to!develop!a!more!effective!and!safer!alternative.!Of!particular!importance!to!the!survival!of!cancer!cells!is!their!ability!to!evade!programmed!cell!death!(PCD).!Specifically,!cancer!cells!are!able!to!bypass!apoptosis,!
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PCD!type!I,! involved!in!homeostatic!regulation!and!development.!Apoptosis!acts!to!prevent!damaged!and!mutated!cells!from!proliferating!and!accumulating!(Hanahan!&! Weinberg,! 2011).! ! Autophagy,! PCD! type! II,! which! is! a! catabolic! process! that!involves! the! breakdown! of! damaged! cellular! components! and! can! also! provide!energy!during!times!of!stress,!has!also!been!implicated!in!the!survival!of!cancer!cells.!This!process!of!breaking!down!damaged!cellular!components!provides!the!cells!with!materials! that! can!be!used! to!generate!energy!until! the! stressor! is! removed! (Lum,!DeBerardinis,!&!Thompson,!2005;!Yang,!Chee,!Huang,!&!Sinicrope,!2011).!Due!to!this!process,! autophagy! has! been! considered! to! be! only! a! pro>survival! mechanism;!recently,!however,!researchers!have!found!that!sustained!exposure!to!stressors!can!lead!to!prolonged!autophagy!and!subsequently,!cell!death!(Dalby,!Tekedereli,!Lopez>Berestein,!&!Ozpolat,!2010;!Ovadje,!Chochkeh,!Akbari>Asl,!Hamm,!&!Pandey,!2012).!Because!of!this!dual!purpose,!there!is!a!question!as!to!whether!it!is!more!beneficial!to!inhibit!or!induce!autophagy!in!order!to!cause!cancer!cell!death,!and!researchers!are!currently!exploring!both!avenues.!Lastly,!necrosis! is!a! form!of!pathological!cell!death!that!is!caused!by!exposure!to!infection,!toxins,!or!trauma!(Darzynkiewicz!et!al.,!1997;! Zong! &! Thompson,! 2006).! Recently,! it! has! been! found! that! necrosis,! like!apoptosis,! can! also! be! programmed! and! its! induction! can! be! another! strategy! in!cancer! therapy! (Galluzzi!&!Kroemer,!2008;!Li! et! al.,! 2007).!With! research! into! cell!death! induction,! researchers! are! increasingly! focused! on! finding! compounds! and!products,!with! cancer! specific! targets,! that! can! lead! to! the! induction! of! cell! death!programs!in!cancer!cells!selectively,!with!no!induction!of!cell!death!in!non>cancerous!
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cells,! thereby! bypassing! some! of! the! toxicities! associated! with! current! cancer!therapies.!Colchicine!is!a!natural!compound!that!can!be!isolated!from!either!Colchicum)
autumnale)(meadow!saffron)!or!Gloriosa)superba)(glory!lily),!both!of!which!belong!to!the! lily! family! (Ben>Chetrit! &! Levy,! 1998).! ! Colchicine! is! not! unfamiliar! to! the!medical! world,! as! it! has! been! utilized! in! the! treatment! of! gout! and! has! been!investigated! in! many! other! conditions,! including! familial! Mediterranean! fever!(Goldfinger,!1972),!cirrhosis!(Kershenobich!et!al.,!1988)!and!Sweet’s!syndrome!(Su,!Fett,! Gibson,! &! Pittelkow,! 1995).! More! recently,! allocolchicines! (derivatives! of!colchicine)! and! other! analogues! have! shown! some! exciting! effects! in! cancer! cells.!This! is! largely! due! to! allocolchicine’s! ability! to! halt! mitosis! by! inhibiting! tubulin!polymerization! into! microtubules! (Ben>Chetrit! &! Levy,! 1998),! hindering! the!progress!of!cells!through!the!cell!cycle!and!leading!to!the!induction!of!apoptosis.!This!inhibition! of!microtubule! formation! is! especially! useful! in! cancer! therapy! because!cancer!cells!proliferate!rapidly!and!uncontrollably.!One!allocolchicine!derivative,!ZD!6126!which! is!a!pro>drug!of!N>acetylcolchinol,!had!some!exciting!results,! as! it!was!able!to!disrupt!the!cytoskeleton!of!tumor!endothelial!cells!and!cause!apoptosis!(Fig.!1)! (Davis!et! al.,! 2002;!Goto!et! al.,! 2004).!ZD!6126!caused! tumor!cell!necrosis! in! in)
vivo!mouse!models!of!human! lung! (Calu>6),! colorectal! (LoVo!and!HT>29),!prostate!(PC>3),! ovarian! (SKOV>3),! and!breast! (MDA>MB>231)! tumors! (Blakey! et! al.,! 2002).!Unfortunately,! this! compound! was! halted! in! phase! 2! clinical! trials! as! a! result! of!associated!cardio>toxicity!in!humans!(LoRusso!et!al.,!2008).!It!is!not!surprising!that!this!derivative! and!other!derivatives!were! toxic!because! tubulin! and!microtubules!
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Cell(Culture(The! human! cancer! cell! lines! that! were! used! in! this! study! were! pancreatic!epitheloid! carcinoma! (PANC>1;! Cat.! No.! CRL>1469),! pancreatic! adenocarcinoma!(BxPC>3;!Cat.!No.!CRL>1687)!and!acute!T!cell!leukemia,!clone!E6>1!(Jurkat;!TIB>152),!which! were! all! purchased! from! the! American! Type! Culture! Collection! (ATCC,!Manassas,! VA).! The! normal! cell! lines! used! in! this! study! were! normal! human!fibroblasts! (NHF;! Cat.! No.! AG09309)! and! normal! fetal! fibroblasts! (NFF;! Cat.! No.!AG0443),! which! were! both! purchased! from! the! Coriell! Institute! for! Medical!Research,! Camden,! NJ.! PANC>1! cells! were! grown! in! Dulbecco’s! Modified! Eagle’s!Medium! (Thermo! Scientific,! Waltham,! MA,! USA),! supplemented! with! 10%! fetal!bovine! serum! (FBS),! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,! Canada)! and! 10! mg/mL!gentamicin! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,! Canada).! BxPC>3! and! Jurkat! cells! were!grown!in!RPMI>1640!medium!(Sigma>Aldrich,!ON,!Canada),!supplemented!with!10%!FBS! (Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,! Canada)! and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin! (Gibco!BRL,!
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Mississauga,! ON,! Canada).! NHF! and! NFF! cells! were! grown! in! Minimal! Essential!Medium!with!Earle's!Balanced!Salts!(MEM/EBSS),!(Thermo!Scientific,!Waltham,!MA,!USA)! supplemented! with! 15%! FBS! Non>Essential! Amino! Acids! (Gibco! BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada),!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).! All! cell! lines! were! grown! and! maintained! in! a! Forma! Scientific! CO2!incubator!equipped!with!a!HEPA!filter!(Forma!Scientific!Inc,!Marietta,!Ohio)!at!37!°C,!95%!humidity!and!5%!CO2.!
(







WST;1(Assay(To!measure!cell!viability,!WST>1!dye!([2>(4>iodophenol)>3>(4>nitrophenyl)>5>(2,4>disulfophenyl)>2H>tetrazolium,! Roche! Diagnostics,! Mannheim,! Germany)! was!used.!This!dye!is!reduced!to!formazan!in!the!presence!of!metabolic!enzymes,!which!are!indicative!of!active!metabolic!activity!in!viable!cells.!The!amount!of!formazan!can!be!measured!through!absorbance!at!450!nm.!Equal!number!of!cells!were!seeded!in!96>well! plates! (PANC>1:! 4,000! cells/well;! NHFs:! 4,000! cells/well),! with! a! total!volume! of! 100! μL.! Following! attachment,! the! cells! were! treated! with! increasing!concentrations!of!Green!1!or!NSC!51046.!At!the!desired!time!point,! the!WST>1!dye!was!added!to!each!well!and!incubated!for!4!hours!at!37!°C.!Using!a!Wallac!Victor3TM!1420! Multilabel! Counter! (PerkinElmer,! Woodbridge,! ON,! Canada),! absorbance!values!were!measured!at!450!nm.!The!absorbance!values!of! the! treated!cells!were!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!absorbance!values!of!the!control.!!
Trypan(Blue(Exclusion(Assay(To!quantify! the!percentage!of! dead! cells,! trypan!blue! cell! impermeable!dye!was! incubated!with! treated! cells! (Strober,!2001).!A!1:1!mixture!of! cell! suspension!and! trypan! blue! dye! (Sigma>Aldrich,! ON,! Canada)! was! pipetted! into! a!hemacytometer! (Hausser! Scientific,! Horsham,! PA)! and! the! number! of! cells! (dead!cells! stained! blue! and! viable! cells! remained! unstained)!were!manually! quantified.!The!number!of!dead!cells!was!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!total!number!of!cells.!Results!were!analyzed!using!GraphPad!Prism!6.0!and!reported!as!the!mean!±!SD!of!two!independent!experiments.!
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Hoechst(Staining(In! order! to! visualize! nuclear! morphology! and! the! induction! of! apoptosis,!Hoechst! 33342! dye! (Molecular! Probes,! Eugene,! OR,! USA)! was! used! to! stain! the!nuclei.!Following!treatment!with!either!Green!1!or!NSC!51046,!cells!were!incubated!with!10!μM!of!the!Hoechst!33342!dye!for!10!minutes!at!37!°C.!Images!were!obtained!using!a!Leica!DM!IRB!inverted!fluorescence!microscope!(Wetzlar,!Germany)!at!400X!magnification.!
(
Annexin(V(Binding(Assay(
( In!order!to!determine!if!NSC!51046!and!colchicine!were!inducing!apoptosis,!an! Annexin! V! binding! assay! was! used.! Following! treatment,! PANC>1! cells! were!collected,!washed! in! PBS! and! resuspended! in! 50! μL!Annexin!V! binding! buffer! (10!mM!HEPES,! 140!mM!NaCl,! 2.5!mM!CaCl2,! ph! 7.4).! Cells!were! then! incubated!with!Annexin! V! AlexaFluor>488! Conjugate! (1:20)! (Invitrogen,! Canada),! 10! μM! Hoechst!33342! dye! (Molecular! Probes,! Eugene,! OR,! USA)! and! 1! μg/mL! propidium! iodide!(Sigma>Aldrich,! ON,! Canada)! for! 15! minutes! at! 37°C.! Images! were! taken! at! 400X!magnification!using!the!Leica!DMI6000!fluorescent!microscope!(Leica!Microsystems,!Wetzlar,!Germany).!
(
MDC(Assay(To! detect! autophagy,! monodansylcadaverine! (MDC;! Sigma>Aldrich,! ON,!Canada)! was! used.! MDC! is! incorporated! into! autophagic! vacuoles,! producing! a!punctate! stain! that! is! observable! through! fluorescence! microscopy.! Cells! were!grown!on!coverslips!and,!following!overnight!incubation,!were!treated!with!varying!
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doses! of! Green! 1.! Subsequent! to! treatment,! cells! were! incubated! with! a! final!concentration!of!0.1!mM!MDC!(diluted!in!PBS)!for!35!minutes!at!37!°C.!For!further!confirmation!of!loss!of!cell!membrane!integrity!and!the!induction!of!cell!death,!cells!were! counter>stained! with! the! cell! membrane! impermeable! nuclear! stain,!propidium!iodide!at!1!μg/mL!(Sigma>Aldrich,!ON,!Canada)!to!confirm!the!induction!of!cell!death.!The!images!were!obtained!using!a!Leica!DM!IRB!inverted!fluorescence!microscope!(Wetzlar,!Germany)!at!400X!magnification.!
(
Cellular(Lysate(Preparation(
( Following!treatment!with!5!μM!Green!1!for!various!time!periods,!cells!were!collected,!washed!in!PBS!and!incubated!in!0.1%!NP40!buffer!(20!mM!Tris!HCl,!100!mM!NaCl,! 5!mM! EDTA)! for! 25!minutes! on! ice! (vortexing! every! 5!minutes,! for! 15!seconds).! The! sample! is! then! centrifuged! at! 3000! rpm! for! 5!minutes! at! 4! °C.! The!supernatant!(containing!the!lysed!cellular!material)!is!stored!at!>20°C!until!use.!
(
Western(Blot(!! The! protein! samples! were! separated! using! SDS>PAGE.! Electrophoresed!proteins!were!then!transferred!to!a!nitrocellulose!membrane!and!blocked!with!5%!w/v! milk! TBST! (Tris>Buffered! Saline! with! Tween>20)! solution.! The! membranes!were! then!probed!with!primary!antibodies! in!2%!w/v!milk!TBST!overnight!at!4°C!for! microtubule>associated! protein1! light! chain! 3! (LC3)! raised! in! rabbit! (1:500)!(Novus! Biologicals,! Cat.! No.! NB100>2220,! Littleton,! CO,! USA);! β>Actin! raised! in!mouse!(1:1000)!(Santa!Cruz!Biotechnology,!Inc.,!Cat.!No.!sc>81178,!CA,!USA);!Beclin>1! raised! in! rabbit! (1:1000)! (Santa! Cruz!Biotechnology,! Inc.,! Cat.!No.! sc>11427,! CA,!
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USA).! Following! incubation,! membranes! were! washed! in! TBST! and! incubated! an!anti>mouse!(1:2000)!or!an!anti>rabbit!(1:2000)!horseradish!peroxidase>conjugated!secondary!antibody!(Abcam,!Cat.!No.!ab6728!&!ab6802,!Cambridge,!MA,!USA)!in!2%!w/v!milk!TBST! for!1!hour!at!room!temperature.!Following!washes! in!TBST,!bands!were! visualized! with! enhanced! chemiluminescence! reagent! (Sigma>Aldrich,! ON,!Canada)!and!densitometry!was!performed!using!ImageJ!software.!!
(





Mitochondrial( Isolation( and(Measurement( of( Reactive( Oxygen( Species( (ROS)(





In!Vivo(Assessment(of((S);3,8,9,10;tetramethoxyallocolchicine((Green(1)(All! procedures! involving! animals! were! carried! out! in! accordance! with! the!Canadian! Council! for! Animal! Care! guidelines! and! approved! by! the! University! of!Windsor’s! Animal! Care! Committee.! Six! week! old! male! CD>1! nu/nu! mice! were!obtained! from! Charles! River! Laboratories! and! housed! in! constant! laboratory!conditions! of! a! 12>hour! light/dark! cycle,! in! accordance!with! the! animal! protocols!outlined! in! the! University! of! Windsor! Research! Ethics! Board>! AUPP#:! 10>17.!Following!acclimatization,!the!mice!were!separated!into!two!main!groups,!one!group!was!injected!subcutaneously!in!the!right!and!left!hind!flanks!with!Me2SO!in!PBS!(10!µL! in! 200! µL! PBS),! while! the! second! group! received! subcutaneous! injections! of!Green!1!(10!mg/kg/day!for!a!total!volume!of!10!µL!Green!1/200!µL!PBS)!three!times!a!week!for!a!period!of!one!month.!To!assess!toxicity!while!the!mice!were!alive,!body!weights!were!measured!three!times!a!week!for!the!duration!of!the!study.!!Following!the!period!of!study,!the!animals!were!sacrificed!and!their!organs!and!tissues!(liver,!kidneys! and! heart)! were! obtained! and! stored! in! 10%! formaldehyde! for!immunohistochemical!and!toxicological!analysis.!
(
Hematoxylin(&(Eosin((H(&(E)(Staining(Mice! organs! were! fixed! in! 10%! formaldehyde,! following! which! they! were!cryosectioned! into! 10! µm! sections! and! placed! on! a! superfrost/Plus! microscope!slides!(Fisherbrand,!Fisher!Scientific).!Sections!of!organs!were!stained!according!to!a!standardized!H!&!E!protocol!(Fischer,!Jacobson,!Rose,!&!Zeller,!2008).!!!
(
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Statistical(Analysis(Results! are! expressed! as! a! mean! (SD).! Statistical! analysis! was! performed!using!a!2>way!ANOVA!test!with!GraphPad!Prism!6.0!software.!!
Results(
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Distinct(Modes(of(Cell(Death(Induction(by(Allocolchicine(Derivatives(To!investigate!the!role!of!allocolchicine!derivatives!on!cell!death!induction!in!cancer!cells,! the!nuclei!of!cells!were!stained!with!10!µM!Hoechst!33342!dye!for!10!minutes!following!treatment!with!either!Green!1!or!NSC!51046!for!either!48!or!96!hours.!In!the!resulting!images!(Fig.!3A),!it!was!observed!that!NSC!51046!treatment!led! to! nuclei! which! exhibited! apoptotic! morphology,! including! cell! blebbing,!shrinkage!and!condensed!nuclei! for!both!pancreatic!cancer!cell! types!and!the!non>cancerous! normal! fetal! fibroblasts! (NFFs),! corresponding! to! the! viability! data.!However,! cancer! and! non>cancerous! cells! treated!with! Green! 1! did! not! show! this!apoptotic! morphology,! suggesting! that! Green! 1! does! not! induce! apoptosis! in!pancreatic!cancer!cells.!The!apoptotic!induction!by!NSC!51046!was!confirmed!using!an! Annexin! V! binding! assay.! Annexin! V! binds! to! externalized! phosphatidylserine,!which! is! a! marker! of! early! apoptosis! (Zhang,! Gurtu,! Kain,! &! Yan,! 1997).! In! the!resulting!images!(Fig.!3B),!it!was!found!that!treatment!with!both!doses!of!NSC!51046!lead!to!the!externalization!of!phosphatidylserine!as!shown!by!the!green!fluorescent!staining.!Furthermore,! it!was!also!observed!that!treatment!with!colchicine!induced!apoptotic! cell! death! as! it! led! to! nuclear! fragmentation,! externalization! of!phosphatidylserine! and! cell! death.! The! lack! of! apoptotic! morphology! and! the!reduction! in! the! viability! of! pancreatic! cancer! cells! treated!with!Green!1! led!us! to!investigate! other! modes! of! cell! death.! Following! treatment,! cells! were! then!incubated!with!monodansylcadaverine!(MDC)!to!determine!if!there!was!autophagic!induction.!We!observed! the! induction! of! autophagy! at! 48! hours! in! all! cancer! cells!tested,!comparable!to!autophagic!induction!by!our!positive!control!for!pro>survival!
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Figure(4:!Green(1(Induces(Selective(Pro;Death(Autophagy.((A)!Pancreatic!cancer!cells,! human! leukemia! cells! (Jurkat)! and! NHFs! were! incubated! with!Monodansylcadaverine! (MDC)! to! stain! autophagic! vacuoles! and! propidium! iodide!(PI)! for! cell! death! to! determine! if! autophagic! induction! led! to! cell! death.! Bright,!punctate! staining! is! indicative! of! autophagy,! as! seen! in! our! positive! control!(Tamoxifen!treated!cells).!Images!were!taken!at!400X!magnification!on!a!fluorescent!microscope.! (B)!Western! blot! analyses! of! Beclin>1! expression! and! LC3! conversion!were!conducted!on!PANC>1!cells!treated!with!5.0!μM!Green!1!at!various!time!points.!β>actin!was!measured!as!an!internal!control.!Samples!treated!for!3!and!6!hours!were!compared!to!the!early!control,!while!the!sample!treated!for!48!hours!was!compared!to!the!48>hour!control.!Results!are!expressed!as!mean!±!SD!from!two!independent!experiments!for!both!Western!blots.!!!!!!!!!
(
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Green(1(causes(increased(ROS(production(in(Isolated(Mitochondria!Mitochondria!are!key!players! in! the! initiation!and!progression!of! cell!death!processes! and! thus,! serve! as! potential! targets! for! many! chemotherapeutic! agents!(Gump!&!Thorburn,!2011).!To!determine!if!the!mitochondria!is!involved!in!Green!1>induced!cell!death,!mitochondria!were!isolated!from!pancreatic!cancer!cells!(PANC>1)!and!directly!treated!with!colchicine,!Green!1,!or!paraquat!(PQ,!positive!control),!for! 5! hours! or! left! untreated.! The! fluorescence! was! measured! every! 5! minutes!throughout! the!experiment! to!quantify! the! levels!of! reactive!oxygen!species! (ROS)!production.!Green!1!induced!a!substantial!increase!in!ROS!production,!even!greater!than!the!positive!control,!PQ!and!colchicine!(Fig.!5B).!This!further!substantiates!that!the! structural! change! in! the! allocolchicine! derivatives! has! led! to! distinct!mechanisms.!!!!
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!
Figure( 5:( Intracellular( Targets( of( Colchicine( Derivatives.! (A)! Colchicine!derivatives! (Green! 1! and!NSC! 51046)!were! incubated!with! porcine! tubulin! for! an!hour! in! a! 96>well! plate.! The! absorbance! (OD! 340nm)! was! obtained! every! minute!during! the! one! hour! incubation.! Colchicine! was! used! for! comparison! to! the!derivatives.!(B)!Isolated!mitochondria!from!PANC>1!cells!were!treated!with!Green!1!and!ROS!production!was!measured!using!Amplex!Red!substrate! in! the!presence!of!horseradish! peroxidase! (HRP).! Results! were! compared! to! control! untreated!mitochondria,!colchicine!treated!mitochondria!and!positive!control,!paraquat!(PQ).!Fluorescence!readings!were!taken!in!5!min!intervals!for!4!hours!at!Ex.!560!nm!and!Em.590! nm! and! expressed! as! relative! fluorescence! units! (RFU).! Results! are! a!representative!of!three!independent!experiments.!!!
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Green(1(is(Well(Tolerated(in(Mice(Due!to!the!intracellular!targets!of!allocolchicines!and!some!of!its!derivatives,!like! ZD! 6126,! there! have! been! documented! toxicities! and! significant! side! effects!associated! with! their! use.! Specifically,! cardio>toxicity! in! humans! was! exhibited!during!clinical! trials!of!ZD!6126!(LoRusso!et!al.,!2008).!To!further!characterize!the!selectivity!of!Green!1!and!its!potential! toxicity,! in)vivo!studies!were!carried!out.!To!do! this,! immunocompromised!CD>1!nu/nu!mice!were!obtained! from!Charles!River!laboratories!and!following!acclimatization,!mice!were!divided!into!two!groups,!one!group! received! vehicle! injections! (5%! DMSO! in! PBS)! and! the! other! group! was!treated!with!Green!1!at!a!dose!of!10!mg/kg/day,!3!times!per!week,!for!a!total!of!41!days!and!15!treatments.!Mice!were!weighed!three!times!a!week!for!the!duration!of!the!study.!The!weight!changes!between! the!control!and! the!Green!1! treated!group!were! comparable,!with!no! loss! in!weight!observed! in!any!of! the! treatment!groups!(Fig.! 6A).! Following! the! treatment! period,! mice! were! sacrificed! and! their! organs!(liver,! heart! and! kidneys)!were! obtained! for! pathological! analysis! by! hemotoxylin!and! eosin! (H&E)! staining.! The! resulting! images! (Fig.! 6B)! show! that! there! are! no!gross!morphological! differences! between! the! groups.! This! confirmed! that!Green!1!shows!no!toxicity!in!in)vivo!studies!and!is!well!tolerated!in!animals.!
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!
Figure( 6:( Green( 1( is( Well;Tolerated( in( Mice.( Following! acclimatization,! CD>1!nu/nu!mice!were!separated!into!two!groups,!one!group!was!injected!subcutaneously!in!the!right!and!left!hind!flanks!with!Me2SO!in!PBS!(10!µL!in!200!µL!PBS),!while!the!second!group!received!subcutaneous!injections!of!Green!1!(10!mg/kg/day!for!a!total!volume!of!10!µL!Green!1/200!µL!PBS)!three!times!a!week!for!a!period!of!one!month.!(A)! Mice! weights! were! recorded! twice! a! week! for! the! duration! of! the! study.! (B)!Following! the! study,! mice! were! sacrificed! and! their! organs! were! obtained! for!histopathological! assessment.! Hematoxylin! and! Eosin! staining!was! carried! out! on!the!tissue!samples.!!!!!
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Discussion(! In! this! report,! we! describe! the! potential! anticancer! activity! of! a! novel!allocolchicine!derivative,!(S)>3,8,9,10>tetramethoxyallocolchicine,!which!we!refer!to!in! this! study!as!Green!1.!Here!we!have! shown! that!Green!1!modestly! reduced! the!viability!and!induced!a!pro>death!form!of!autophagy!selectively!in!pancreatic!cancer!cells! (Fig.! 2A,! 4A! and! 4B),! with! no! apparent! effect! on! normal! non>cancerous!fibroblasts! (Fig.! 2A! and! 4A).! Furthermore,! we! observed! an! increase! in! pro>death!autophagy!following!treatment!with!Green!1! in! leukemia!cells!(Fig.!2B!and!4A).!As!these! rapidly!dividing! leukemia! cells! are! growing! for!96!hours,! these! cells!quickly!use! up! the! nutrients! available! and! produce! high! levels! of! metabolic! waste,! thus!producing!the!20%!basal!level!of!cell!death.!However!treatment!with!Green!1!led!to!an! additional! 40!%! increase! in! cell! death! in! the! treated! cells.!We! also! report! that!Green! 1! did! not! have! a! significant! effect! on! tubulin! polymerization! or! cause!apoptosis! (Fig.! 3A! and! 5A),! unlike! colchicine! and! some! of! its! other! derivatives!(LoRusso!et!al.,!2008).!However,!we!observed!mitochondrial!targeting,!as!treatment!of! isolated! mitochondria! led! to! increased! ROS! production! (Fig.! 5B).! Our! in) vivo)studies!revealed!that!Green!1!is!well!tolerated!in!mice!at!a!dose!of!10!mg/kg/day,!as!observed!by!the! lack!of!change!in!the!weights,!both!in!the!control!and!the!Green!1!treated!groups!(Fig.!6A).!Moreover,!there!was!no!distinct!difference!in!the!levels!of!protein! in! the! urine! of! mice,! collected! from! the! control! and! the! Green! 1! treated!group!(data!not!shown).!Furthermore,!we!found!no!gross!morphological!changes!in!the!H!&!E!stained!tissues!(hearts,!livers!and!kidneys)!obtained!from!mice,!following!the!duration!of!the!study!(Fig.!6B).!Interestingly,!another!colchicine!derivative!with!a!
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slightly!different! chemical! structure,!N>acetyl>O>methylcolchinol! (NSC!51046)! (Fig.!1),!caused!non>selective!apoptosis!and!induced!rapid!tubulin!polymerization!at!high!doses.!Collectively,!the!results!suggest!that!a!small!change!in!the!chemical!structure!of! colchicine! derivatives! could! lead! to! very! distinct! biochemical! mechanisms! and!different!activities.!It!should!be!noted!that!the!results!from!the!WST>1!assays,!trypan!blue! viability! assays! and! fluorescence! microscopy! were! very! similar;! Green! 1!induced!autophagic!cell!death!in!approximately!20%!of!the!pancreatic!cancer!cells,!60%!of! leukemia!cells!and!had! little! to!no!effect!on! the!normal!human! fibroblasts,!while!NSC!51046,!on! the!other!hand,!caused!apoptotic!cell!death! in!approximately!70%!of!both!the!pancreatic!cancer!cells!and!normal!fibroblasts.!As!mentioned!above,!colchicine!and!many!of!its!derivatives!(ZD!6126)!target!tubulin.! In! fact,!many!of! the! current! chemotherapeutics!available! target! tubulin!or!other! DNA! replicative! machinery! as! a! means! of! killing! cancer! cells! (Zhou! &!Giannakakou,! 2005).! It! is! well! established! that! compounds! that! target! DNA!replicative! machinery! affect! not! only! the! fast! dividing! cancer! cells,! but! also! fast!dividing!non>cancerous!cells! in!the!body,! leading!to!therapy!associated!side!effects!with!common!chemotherapy.!NSC!51046!is!known!to!inhibit!tubulin!polymerization!at! low! doses! (Boyer,! Dubois,! Thoret,! Dau,! &! Hanna,! 2010;! Büttner! et! al.,! 2005),!which!we!also!observed;!surprisingly,!it!was!observed!the!NSC!51046!induced!rapid!tubulin!polymerization!at! a!higher!dose.!NSC!51046!was!also!observed! to!be!non>selective,! further! illustrating! that! tubulin! is! not! an! optimal! target! for! cancer!targeting!drugs.!This! rapid! tubulin!polymerization!may!be! the! reason! for! the!non>selective!properties!of!NSC!51046.!Green!1,!on!the!other!hand,!caused!slight!tubulin!
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polymerization! at! the! higher! dose! but! not! to! the! same! extent! as! NSC! 51046.!Furthermore,!we!found!that!treatment!with!Green!1!led!to!increased!ROS!production!from!isolated!mitochondria!(Fig.!5B)!so!as!to!induce!pro>death!autophagy!selectively!in! cancer! cells.!This!poses! the!question:!Why!are!only! the! cancer! cells!undergoing!necrosis!and!autophagy?!!Perhaps! the! answer! lies! in! the! differences! between! the! mitochondria! of!normal! cells! and! cancer! cells.! ! Since! cancer! cells! proliferate! rapidly! and!uncontrollably,!many! tumors! are! subjected! to!hypoxic! conditions,! leading! to!more!vulnerable!cancer!cell!mitochondria!that!do!not!produce!enough!ATP!to!satisfy!the!energy! needs! of! the! cells! (Gogvadze,! Orrenius,! &! Zhivotovsky,! 2008).! In! part,! this!consequently!leads!to!an!increased!reliance!on!glycolysis!for!ATP!generation,!known!as! the!Warburg! effect! (Warburg,! 1956).! The! increased! ROS! production! caused! by!Green!1,! points! to! the!mitochondria! as! a! possible! target.! Furthermore,!we!predict!that!the!pro>death!autophagy!is!the!result!of!increased!oxidative!stress!and!damage!caused! by! treatment!with! Green! 1.! This! oxidative! stress! leads! to! the! induction! of!autophagy,! possibly! as! a!mechanism! to! survive! the! stress! of! exposure! to!Green!1.!However,! the!cells!are!unable!to!survive!the!continued!exposure!to!the!compound,!ultimately!succumbing!to!cell!death!due!to!the!induced!autophagy.!Structurally,!our!working!hypothesis!centers!around!the!effect!of!the!rearranged!methoxy!groups!on!the! biaryl! dihedral! angle.! It! is! well! established! that! the! presence! of! the! seven!membered!B!ring! is!key!for!activity! in!the!allocolchicines!(Boyer!et!al.,!2010).!This!imposes! dihedral! angles! for! the! biaryls! in! the! 49! –! 53! o! range! (Mackay,! Lacey,! &!Burden,! 1989;! Margulis! &! Lessinger,! 1978),! which! appear! to! be! near! optimal! for!
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tubulin!binding.!The!lack!of!a!methoxy!function!in!Green!1!at!one!site!ortho>!to!the!biaryl! axis! reduces! this! dihedral! angle;! based! on! DFT! calculations! (CAChe®! v.!6.1.12.33,!B88>PW91!functional,!dzvp!basis!set),!this!reduction!is!from!50.5!o!in!NSC!51046!to!44.0!o! in!Green!1!(Fig.!7).! ! 1H!NMR!spectroscopy!also!strongly!suggests!a!reduced!barrier!to!atropisomerism!in!Green!1!(Djurdjevic!et!al.,!2010).!
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Immunofluorescence(In! order! to! visualize! the! effect! of! the! allocolchicine! derivatives! on! tubulin,!immunofluorescence!was! used.! For! this,! cells!were!plated! in! 4! chambered! culture!slides!(Cat.!No.!CA53106>304).!Following!attachment,!cells!were!treated!with!Green!1,! NSC! 51046,! colchicine! or! paclitaxel! (positive! control).! At! 16! hours! following!treatment,!cells!were!fixed!with!3.7%!paraformaldehyde( for!15!minutes,!washed!in!PBS,! and! permeabilized! in! 0.15%! Triton! X>100! for! 2!minutes.! Blocking!was! done!with!5%!BSA/PBS!for!1!hour.!Next!cells!were!washed!and!incubated!with!β>!tubulin!raised!in!rabbit!(1:500)!(Santa!Cruz!Biotechnology,!Inc.,!Cat.!No.!sc>9104,!CA,!USA)!in!1%!BSA/PBS!for!1!hour.!Following!washing,!cells!were!incubated!in!goat!anti>rabbit!IgG>CFL!488!(1:1000)!(Santa!Cruz!Biotechnology,!Inc.,!Cat.!No.!sc>362262,!CA,!USA)!in!1%!BSA/PBS!for!1!hour.!Cells!were!then!washed!three!times!in!PBS!and!incubated!with! Hoechst! 33342! for! 2! minutes.! Following! another! wash,! coverslips! were!mounted! on! samples! with! 80%! glycerol! and! imaged! using! the! Leica! DMI6000!fluorescent! microscope! (Leica! Microsystems,! Wetzlar,! Germany)! at! 400X!magnification.!
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In!vivo!Studies(Two! in) vivo) studies! were! conducted.! For! the! first! study,!immunocompromised! CD>1nu/nu! mice! were! injected! subcutaneously! with! HT>29!colorectal!adenocarcinoma!cells!on!the!left!flank!and!U>87!MG!glioblastoma!cells!on!the! right! flank.! Following! establishment! of! tumors,! mice! were! divided! into! two!groups,! one! group! injected! with! vehicle! (5%! DMSO! in! PBS)! and! the! other! group!received! intratumor! injections!of!Green!1! at! a! dose!of! 10!mg/kg/day,! 3! times!per!week,!for!a!total!of!15!treatments.!For!the!second!study,!immunocompromised!CD>1nu/nu!mice!were! injected!subcutaneously!with!HT>29!colorectal!adenocarcinoma!cells! on! the! left! flank! and! HCT>116! colorectal! carcinoma! cells! on! the! right! flank.!Following!establishment!of! tumors,!mice!were!divided! into! two!groups,!one!group!injected!with!vehicle! (5%!DMSO! in!PBS)! and! the!other! group! received! intratumor!injections!of!Green!1!at!a!dose!of!10!mg/kg/day,!3!times!per!week,!for!a!total!of!14!treatments.! The! tumour! volumes! were! measured! using! a! vernier! calliper! and!calculated!using!the!formula:!π/6×length×width^2.!!
(
Results!
























































































































































































































































Cell( Lines.( (A)! Human! acute! T! cell! leukemia! cells! (Jurkat)! and! (B)! colorectal!carcinoma!(HCT>116)!were!treated!with!increasing!concentrations!of!Green!3!for!72!and!96!hours.!(C)!Normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHFs)!were!incubated!with!increasing!concentrations!of!Green!3! for!72!hours.!Following! treatment!at! the! indicated! time!points,! cells!were! incubated!with!WST>1!cell!viability!dye! for!4!hours.!Absorbance!was!read!at!450!nm!and!results!were!expressed!as!a!percent!of!the!control.!Values!are!expressed!as!mean!±!SD!from!quadruplicates.!(!!
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Figure( S4:( Visualization( of( Tubulin( Following( Treatment( with( the(
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Efficacy(of(Green(1(in(immunocompromised(CD;1nu/nu(mice(
( The!efficacy!of!Green!1!was!evaluated!in!xenograft!mice!models!of!colorectal!carcinoma! and! glioblastoma! (Figure! S5)! and! colorectal! carcinoma! and! colorectal!adenocarcinoma!(Figure!S6).!The!tumour!sizes!of!Green!1>treated!mice!and!control>treated!mice!were!measured!and!compared.!Green!1!treatment!did! lead!to!smaller!tumour! sizes! in! some! of! the! HCT>116! colorectal! adenocarcinoma! xenograft! mice.!Overall!the!results!from!the!in)vivo)studies!were!inconclusive.!!
!!
Figure( S5:( Efficacy( of( Green( 1( in( Xenograft( Mice( Models( of( Colorectal(
Carcinoma( and( Glioblastoma.( Immunocompromised! CD>1nu/nu! mice! were!injected!subcutaneously!with!HT>29!colorectal!adenocarcinoma!cells!(left!flank)!and!U>87!MG!glioblastoma!cells!(right!flank).!The!control!group!was!injected!with!vehicle!(5%!DMSO!in!PBS)!and!the!Green!1!group!received!intratumor!injections!of!Green!1!at! a! dose! of! 10! mg/kg/day,! 3! times! per! week,! for! a! total! of! 15! treatments.! The!tumour! volumes!were!measured! using! a! vernier! calliper! and! calculated! using! the!formula:!π/6×length×width^2.!!
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Figure( S6:( Efficacy( of( Green( 1( in( Xenograft( Mice( Models( of( Colorectal(
Carcinoma( and( Colorectal( Adenocarcinoma.( Immunocompromised! CD>1nu/nu!mice!were!injected!subcutaneously!with!HT>29!colorectal!adenocarcinoma!cells!(left!flank)!and!HCT>116!colorectal!carcinoma!cells!(right!flank).!Mice!were!divided!into!two!groups,!the!control!group!was!injected!with!vehicle!(5%!DMSO!in!PBS)!and!the!other!group!received!intratumor!injections!of!Green!1!at!a!dose!of!10!mg/kg/day,!3!times!per!week,! for!a! total!of!14! treatments.!The! tumour!volumes!were!measured!using!a!vernier!calliper!and!calculated!using!the!formula:!π/6×length×width^2.(











































































































































Abstract!Curcumin! is! the!principal,!most!active! curcuminoid! found! in! turmeric! spice.! It!has!therapeutic! effects! in! many! different! aliments,! including! cancer.! Unfortunately,!curcumin!has! low!bioavailability! in!humans,!which! limits! its!medicinally!beneficial!potential.! This! study! involves! the! development! and! testing! of! novel! curcumin!analogues! for! their! potential! anti@cancer! properties.! We! found! that! many! of! the!analogues! had! activity! in! most! of! the! cancerous! cell! types! investigated.! The!analogues!that!were!effective!was!dependent!on!the!cell!type,!with!a!few!analogues!that!more! universally! efficacious.! Furthermore,! some! of! the! analogues! did! exhibit!some!selectivity!as!similar!tests!with!non@cancerous!cells!showed!decreased!toxicity.!A!few!of!the!analogues!showed!great!potential!as!anti@cancer!agents!and!the!results!warrant!further!investigation.!
Introduction!Extensive!research!has!been!conducted!on!curcumin!in!the!last!few!decades.!Curcumin! is! the! active! component! of! the! rhizome! of! turmeric! (from! the! herb!Curcuma! longa),! which! has! been! used! for! centuries! in! traditional!medicine.!More!specifically,! curcumin! (diferuloylmethane)! is! one! of! the! fat@soluble! polyphenols!(curcuminoids)! that! are! responsible! for! tumeric’s! yellow! colour! (Bar@Sela,!Epelbaum,!&!Schaffer,!2010).!It!is!reported!to!have!a!multitude!of!molecular!targets,!giving! curcumin! potentially! beneficial! properties,! including! its! ability! to! act! as! an!anti@inflammatory,! anti@oxidant,! antiviral,! antibacterial,! antifungal! and! anti@cancer!agent!(Zhou,!Beevers,!&!Huang,!2011).!!This!gives!promising!potential!for!the!use!of!curcumin! as! a! treatment! for! a! plethora! of! aliments! including,! but! not! limited! to,!
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Cell!Culture!The!human!cancer!cell!lines!that!were!assessed!in!this!study!were!acute!T!cell!leukemia,! clone! E6@1! (Jurkat;! TIB@152),! pancreatic! epitheloid! carcinoma! (PANC@1;!Cat.! No.! CRL@1469),! pancreatic! adenocarcinoma! (BxPC@3;! Cat.! No.! CRL@1687),!colorectal!carcinoma!(HCT!116;!Cat.!No.!CCL@247),!colorectal!adenocarcinoma!(HT@29;!Cat.!No.!HTB@38),!osteosarcoma!(U@2!OS!and!Saos@2;!Cat.!No.!HTB@96!and!HTB@85,!respectively),!and!breast!adenocarcinoma!(MCF7;!Cat.!No.!HTB@22),!which!were!all!purchased!from!the!American!Type!Culture!Collection!(ATCC,!Manassas,!VA),!and!inflammatory! breast! cancer! cells! (SUM! 149),! which! were! a! kind! gift! from! Dr.!Stephen! Ethier,! Wayne! State! University,! Detroit,! MI,! USA! (Forozan! et! al.,! 1999).!PANC@1!cells!were!grown!in!Dulbecco’s!Modified!Eagle’s!Medium!(Thermo!Scientific,!Waltham,!MA,!USA),!supplemented!with!10%!fetal!bovine!serum!(FBS),!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)! and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin! (Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!BxPC@3,!MCF7!and!Jurkat!cells!were!grown!in!RPMI@1640!medium!(Sigma@Aldrich,! ON,! Canada),! supplemented! with! 10%! FBS! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,!Canada)!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).! !U@2!OS,!HCT!116!and!HT@29!cells!were!grown!in!McCoy’s!5a!Medium!Modified!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,! ON,! Canada),! supplemented! with! 10%! FBS,! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!Saos@2! cells!were! grown! in!McCoy’s! 5a!Medium!Modified! (Gibco! BRL,!Mississauga,! ON,!Canada),!supplemented!with!15%!FBS,!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!and!10!mg/mL! gentamicin! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,! Canada).! SUM! 149! cells! were!
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grown! in!Dulbecco’s!Modified!Eagle’s!Medium!Nutrient!Mixture!F@12!Ham!(Sigma@Aldrich,! ON,! Canada),! supplemented! with! 5%! FBS,! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,!Canada),! 5! µg/mL! insulin! (Sigma@Aldrich,! ON,! Canada),! 1! µg/mL! hydrocortisone!(Sigma@Aldrich,! ON,! Canada)! and! 10! mg/mL! gentamicin! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!The!normal!cell!lines!used!in!this!study!were!normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHF;!Cat.! No.! AG09309),! which! were! purchased! from! the! Coriell! Institute! for! Medical!Research,! Camden,! NJ,! and! normal@derived! colon! mucosa! cells! (NCM460),! which!were! obtained! from! INCELL,! San! Antonio,! Texas! (Moyer,! Manzano,! Merriman,!Stauffer,!&!Tanzer,!1996).!NHF!cells!were!grown!in!Minimal!Essential!Medium!with!Earle’s! Balanced! Salts! (MEM/EBSS),! (Thermo! Scientific,! Waltham,! MA,! USA)!supplemented!with!15%!FBS,!Non@Essential!Amino!Acids! (Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada),!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!NCM!460! cells! were! grown! in! RPMI@1640! medium! (Sigma@Aldrich,! ON,! Canada),!supplemented!with!10%!FBS!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!All!cell!lines!were!grown!and!maintained!in!a!Forma!Scientific!CO2!incubator!equipped! with! a! HEPA! filter! (Forma! Scientific! Inc,! Marietta,! Ohio)! at! 37°C,! 95%!humidity!and!5%!CO2.!










Effect! of! Curcumin!Analogues!on! the!Viability! of!Acute!T! cell! Leukemia!Cells!
and!Non9Cancerous!Cells!
! The! first! portion! of! this! screening!was! conducted! on! acute! T! cell! leukemia!(JURKAT)! cells! to! evaluate! whether! analogues! A! through! J! showed! any! efficacy!(Figure!2).!To!do!this,!cells!were!incubated!with!each!of!the!analogues!for!24,!48,!72!and!96!hours!and!their!viability!was!measured!using!the!WST@1!assay.!In!parallel,!all!ten!analogues!were!tested!on!both!non@cancerous!normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHFs)!and!normal@derived!colon!mucosa!cells!(NCM460)!to!ascertain!their!selectivity.!The!viability!of!the!NHFs!was!measured!at!72!and!96!hours!following!treatment!(Figure!3),! while! the! viability! of! the! NCM460! cells! was! measured! at! 96! hours! following!treatment!(Figure!4).!Based!on!the!results!from!the!three!screenings,!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!F,!G,!and!I!were!selected!for!continued!testing.!Analogue!E!showed!no!efficacy!towards! the! cancerous! cells! and! slight! toxicity! to! the! NCM460! cells,! analogue! H!showed! toxicity! to! the! NHFs,! and! analogues! J! showed! no! efficacy! against! the!cancerous!cells!and!toxicity!in!the!NCM460!cells;!thus,!these!three!compounds!were!removed!from!further!screening.!
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!
Figure!2:!Acute!T!Cell!Leukemia!Screening.!Acute!T!cell!leukemia!cells!(JURKAT)!were!treated!with!increasing!concentrations!of!curcumin!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!E,!F,!G,!H! and! I,! and! following! treatment! for! 72! and! 96! hours,! cells! were! incubated!with!WST@1! cell! viability! dye! for! 4! hours.! Absorbance!was! read! at! 450! nm! and! results!were!expressed!as!a!percent!of!the!control.!Values!are!expressed!as!mean!±!SD!from!triplicates.!
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Figure!3:!Normal!Human!Fibroblast!Screening.!Normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHF)!were!treated!with!increasing!concentrations!of!curcumin!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!E,!F,!G,!H! and! I,! and! following! treatment! for! 72! and! 96! hours,! cells! were! incubated!with!WST@1! cell! viability! dye! for! 4! hours.! Absorbance!was! read! at! 450! nm! and! results!were!expressed!as!a!percent!of!the!control.!Values!are!expressed!as!mean!±!SD!from!quadruplicates.!
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Figure! 4:! Normal9Derived! Colon! Mucosa! Screening.! Normal@derived! colon!mucosa! cells! (NCM460)! were! treated! with! increasing! concentrations! of! curcumin!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!E,!F,!G,!H!and!I,!and!following!treatment!for!96!hours,!cells!were!incubated!with!WST@1!cell!viability!dye!for!4!hours.!Absorbance!was!read!at!450!nm!and! results! were! expressed! as! a! percent! of! the! control.! Values! are! expressed! as!mean!±!SD!from!quadruplicates.!!
Effect!of!Curcumin!Analogues!on!the!Viability!on!Various!Types!of!Cancer!Cells!




































































































Figure! 5:! Pancreatic! Cancer! Screening.!Pancreatic! cancer! cell! lines,!BxPC@3!and!PANC@1,!were!treated!with!increasing!concentrations!of!curcumin!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!F,!G!and!I,!and!following!treatment!for!96!hours,!cells!were!incubated!with!WST@1!cell! viability! dye! for! 4! hours.! Absorbance! was! read! at! 450! nm! and! results! were!expressed! as! a! percent! of! the! control.! Values! are! expressed! as! mean! ±! SD! from!triplicates. !!!
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Figure! 8:!Breast! Cancer! Screening.!Breast!cancer!cell! lines,!MCF7!and!SUM!149,!were! treated!with! increasing!concentrations!of!curcumin!analogues!A,!B,!C,!D,!F,!G!and! I,! and! following! treatment! for!96!hours,! cells!were! incubated!with!WST@1! cell!viability! dye! for! 4! hours.! Absorbance! was! read! at! 450! nm! and! results! were!expressed! as! a! percent! of! the! control.! Values! are! expressed! as! mean! ±! SD! from!triplicates!for!SUM!149!and!quadruplicates!for!MCF7.!!
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Discussion!


































































































































investigated;! this!may!be! important! in! further! studies! to! determine! their!mode!of!action!and!molecular!targets.!This!study!was!used!for!screening!purposes!only!and!those! found! to! have! anti@cancer! properties! need! to! be! repeated! and! investigated!further! to!make!any! conclusions.!Currently! there! is! further! experimentation!being!done!in!many!of!the!cell!types!that!were!screened!in!this!report.!!!


























Abstract!Turmeric! spice! has! been! used! in! traditional! medicine! for! centuries.! The! active!ingredient!of!turmeric!has!been!identified!as!curcumin,!a!polyphenol!that!has!been!investigated! in!many!different!health!avenues.!Curcumin!has!emerged!as!potential!chemopreventative! and! antiKcancer! agent! against! many! different! types! of! cancer.!Unfortunately,! effective! concentrations! of! curcumin! are! very! high! (more! than! 10!!µM)! and! it! is! metabolized! and! eliminated! very! readily,! resulting! in! low!bioavailability,!leaving!a!need!for!alternative!options.!This!report!shows!the!results!from!the!evaluation!of!the!antiKcancer!effects!of!novel!curcumin!analogues.!Three!of!the!analogues!(Compound!A,!F!and!I)!are!able!to!reduce!the!cellular!viability!of!SUM!149! breast! cancer! cells! at!much! lower! doses! than! natural! curcumin.! Additionally,!treatment! with! Compound! A,! F! and! I! led! to! apoptotic! induction! and! decreased!mitochondrial!membrane! potential! (MMP)! in! breast! cancer! cells.! The! decrease! in!cellular!viability,!apoptotic!induction!and!decrease!in!MMP!was!not!observed!in!nonKcancerous!cells,! indicating! that! these!analogues!are!selective! toward!breast! cancer!cells.!In!addition,!this!report!shows!the!results!from!combinatorial!studies!with!the!curcumin! analogues! and! piperlongumine! (PL;! a! natural! compound! from! Long!Pepper).! CoKtreatment! with! PL! leads! to! an! enhanced! reduction! of! the! viability! of!SUM! 149! cells! but! not! in! normal! human! fibroblasts.! Additionally,! increased!apoptotic! induction! and! decreased! MMP! also! occurs! upon! coKtreatment! with! PL.!Curcumin!analogues!A,! F,! and! I! have!promising! therapeutic!potential! alone! and! in!combination!with!PL.!!!
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Introduction!For!women!in!Canada,!breast!cancer!is!the!most!commonly!diagnosed!cancer!and! causes! the! second! largest! number! of! cancerKrelated! deaths! (Canadian! Cancer!Society,!2014).!The!most!lethal!and!aggressive!form!of!breast!cancer!is!inflammatory!breast! cancer! (IBC),! which! has! a! threeKyear! survival! rate! of! only! 42%;! this! is!drastically! lower! than! the! threeKyear! survival! rate! of! nonKinflammatory! breast!cancer,!which! is! 85%.! Clinical! diagnosis! of! IBC! is! based! on! erythema,! ridging! and!edema!of! the!skin!of! the!breast! that!progress!rapidly!upon!onset.! (Yamauchi!et!al.,!2012).!Palpable!invaded!axillary!lymph!nodes!are!common!among!patients!with!IBC!(Lerebours,! Bieche,! &! Lidereau,! 2005).! Treatment! usually! involves! chemotherapy!(anthracyclines! or! taxanes)! and! surgery,! followed! by! radiation.! Targeted! therapy!can!also!be!used! in!addition!to!one!or!all!of! the!other! treatments!(Yamauchi!et!al.,!2012).!Some!targeted!therapies!available!are!Trastuzumab,!which!targets!the!HER2!protein,!and!tamoxifen,!which!targets!the!estrogen!receptor!(Wang!et!al.,!2005).!!An! increasingly! difficult! situation! arises!when! a! patient! has! triple! negative!inflammatory!breast!cancer.!Between!20!and!40%!of!IBCs!are!tripleKnegative;!that!is!they! are! negative! for! the! estrogen! receptor,! progesterone! receptor! and! the! HER2!protein! (Masuda! et! al.,! 2013).! These!patients! have! a!more!discouraging!prognosis!than!those!that!are!positive!for!the!estrogen!receptor,!progesterone!receptor!and/or!HER2!because! they!now! lack! these! targets! for! treatment.!As! implied!based!on! the!low! survival! rate,! there! is! a! great! need! to! develop! novel! treatment! options! for!patients! suffering! from! the! rapidly! progressing! inflammatory! breast! cancer,!especially!those!that!are!tripleKnegative.!!!
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! Turmeric!spice!has!been!used!in!traditional!medicine!for!centuries!to!treat!a!large!variety!of!different!health!conditions!(Gautam, Gao, & Dulchavsky, 2007).!It!has!been!discovered!that!the!active!component!of!this!spice!is!the!polyphenol!curcumin!(diferuloylmethane)! (Nagaraju! et! al.,! 2012).! Recently,! researchers! have! begun! to!validate!the!health!benefits!of!curcumin.!To!date,! it!has!been!found!to!exhibit!antiKinflammatory,! hypoglycemic,! antioxidant,! woundKhealing,! antimicrobial! and! antiKcancer! properties! (Gupta,! Patchva,! &! Aggarwal,! 2013).! Unfortunately! curcumin! is!associated! with! poor! bioavailability,! which! has! led! to! limited! success! in! human!clinical! trials! for!cancer! (Gupta!et!al.,!2013).!Another!natural!product! that! is!being!investigated! for! its! antiKcancer! properties! is! piperlongumine! (PL).! PL! is! isolated!from! the! fruit! of! the! Long! Pepper! plant! (Piper& longum&L)! and! has! been! found! to!increase!ROS!levels!in!cancer!cells!selectively!(Raj!et!al.,!2011).!!! Here! we! report! our! findings! from! the! screening! of! ten! novel! curcumin!analogues!(Figure!1)!against!tripleKnegative!inflammatory!breast!cancer!cells!(SUM!149).! !Three!of!the!analogues!(Compound!A,!F!and!I)!had!great!efficacy!against!the!SUM!149!cells!but!not!nonKcancerous!cells!and!were,!thus,!investigated!further.!We!found! that! these! analogues! were! remarkably!more! effective! than! curcumin.! They!induced!apoptosis!and!decreased!mitochondrial!membrane!potential!(MMP)!in!SUM!149!cells!but!not!normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHFs).!Furthermore,!we!analyzed!the!potential! of! using! these! three! curcumin! analogues! in! combination! with!piperlongumine!(PL).!We!found!that!PL!enhanced!the!reduction!of!the!cell!viability!of!the!SUM!149!cells!selectively.!It!also!caused!an!even!further!decrease!of!MMP!in!SUM! 149! cells! than! either! treatment! on! its! own.! Additionally,! the! combination!
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Cell!Culture!The!human!cancer!cell!line!that!was!assessed!in!this!study!was!inflammatory!breast! cancer! cells! (SUM! 149),! which! were! a! kind! gift! from! Dr.! Stephen! Ethier,!Wayne!State!University,!Detroit,!MI,!USA!(Forozan!et!al.,!1999).!SUM!149!cells!were!grown! in!Dulbecco’s!Modified!Eagle’s!Medium!Nutrient!Mixture!FK12!Ham!(SigmaKAldrich,! ON,! Canada),! supplemented! with! 5%! FBS,! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,!Canada),! 5! µg/mL! insulin! (SigmaKAldrich,! ON,! Canada),! 1! µg/mL! hydrocortisone!(SigmaKAldrich,! ON,! Canada)! and! 10! mg/mL! gentamicin! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!The!normal!cell!lines!used!in!this!study!were!normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHF;! Cat.! No.! AG09309),! which! were! purchased! from! the! Coriell! Institute! for!Medical! Research,! Camden,!NJ,! and! normalKderived! colon!mucosa! cells! (NCM460),!which!were!obtained!from!INCELL,!San!Antonio,!Texas!(Moyer,!Manzano,!Merriman,!Stauffer,!&!Tanzer,!1996).!NHF!cells!were!grown!in!Minimal!Essential!Medium!with!Earle’s! Balanced! Salts! (MEM/EBSS),! (Thermo! Scientific,! Waltham,! MA,! USA)!supplemented!with! 15%! FBS,! nonKessential! amino! acids! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,!ON,!Canada),!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada).!NCM!460! cells! were! grown! in! RPMIK1640! medium! (SigmaKAldrich,! ON,! Canada),!supplemented!with!10%!FBS!(Gibco!BRL,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!and!10!mg/mL!gentamicin! (Gibco! BRL,! Mississauga,! ON,! Canada).! All! cell! lines! were! grown! and!maintained!in!a!Forma!Scientific!CO2!incubator!equipped!with!a!HEPA!filter!(Forma!Scientific!Inc,!Marietta,!Ohio)!at!37°C,!95%!humidity!and!5%!CO2.!
!
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Cell!Treatment!Curcumin! analogues! A! through! J! were! evaluated! during! this! study,! with! a!focus! on! analogues! A,! F,! H,! and! I.! Cells! were! treated! for! varying! durations! with!increasing! concentrations! of! the! analogues,! reconstituted! in! dimethylsulfoxide!(Me2SO).!Prior!to!treatment,!stock!concentrated!compounds!were!further!diluted!in!phosphate!buffered!saline!(PBS).!Natural!curcumin!(SigmaKAldrich!Canada,!Cat.!No.!C7727,!Mississauga,!ON,!Canada)!was!also!used! through! the!duration!of! this! study!for!comparison.! It! too!was!reconstituted! in!dimethylsulfoxide! (Me2SO)!and! further!diluted!in!phosphate!buffered!saline!(PBS).!Piperlongumine!(PL;!Indofine!Chemical!Company!Inc.,!Hillsborough,!NJ)!was!used!in!combination!with!some!of!the!curcumin!analogues! in! this! study.! It! is! also! reconstituted! in! dimethylsulfoxide! (Me2SO)! and!further! diluted! in! phosphate! buffered! saline! (PBS).! Paclitaxel! (SigmaKAldrich,! ON,!Canada)!was!used!as!a!positive!control!and!colchicine!(SigmaKAldrich,!ON,!Canada)!was!used!as!a!negative!control!in!the!tubulin!assay.!
WST:1!Cell!Viability!Assay!
! To!measure!cell!viability,!WSTK1!dye! ([2K(4K! iodophenol)K3K(4Knitrophenyl)K5K(2,4Kdisulfophenyl)K2HKtetrazolium,!Roche!Diagnostics,!Mannheim,!Germany)!was!used.!Reduction!of!the!dye!to!formazen!occurs!in!the!presence!of!metabolic!enzymes,!which!is!indicative!of!metabolic!activity!in!viable!cells.!The!amount!of!formazan!can!be!measured!through!absorbance!at!450!nm.!Equal!numbers!of!cells!were!seeded!in!96Kwell!plates!(SUM!149:!4,000!cells/well;!NHFs:!4,000!cells/well;!NCM460:!10,000!cells/well),! with! a! total! volume! of! 100! µL.! Following! attachment,! the! cells! were!
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treated!and!at! the!desired! time!point,! the!WSTK1!dye!was! added! to! each!well! and!incubated! for! 4! hours! at! 37˚C.!Using! a!Wallac!Victor3TM!1420!Multilabel! Counter!(PerkinElmer,!Woodbridge,!ON,!Canada),!absorbance!values!were!measured!at!450!nm.!The!absorbance!values!of!the!treated!cells!were!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!absorbance!values!of!the!control.!
Tetramethylrhodamine! Methyl! Ester! Detection! of! Mitochondrial! Membrane!
Potential!! Tetramethylrhodamine!methyl!ester!(TMRM)!(Life!Technologies!Inc,!Cat!No.!TK668,! Burlington,! ON,! Canada)! was! used! to! monitor! the! effect! of! various!compounds!on!mitochondrial!membrane!potential!(MMP).!Following!treatment! for!the!desired!time!period,!cells!were!collected,!spun!down!at!3000!rpm!for!5!minutes!and!incubated!with!200!nM!of!TMRM!for!45!minutes!at!37˚C!with!5!%!CO2,!protected!from! light.! Cells!were! spun! down! at! 3000! rpm! for! 5!minutes! and! resuspended! in!PBS.!Fluorescence!was!detected!and!quantified!with!imageKbased!cytometry!with!a!Tali®! ImageKBased!Cytometer! (Life!Technologies! Inc.,!Cat!No.!T10796,!Burlington,!ON,! Canada).! Fluorescence! readings!were! expressed! as! relative! fluorescence! units!(RFU).!
Annexin!V!Binding!Assay!
! In! order! to! quantify! the! percentage! of! apoptotic! cells! present! following!treatment,!an!Annexin!V!binding!assay!was!used.!!Cells! were! seeded! into! a! 6! well!plate! and,! following! attachment,!were! treated!with! the! desired! compounds.! At! 24!and!48!hours,!the!cells!were!collected,!washed!in!PBS!and!resuspended!in!100!µL!of!
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1X!Annexin!V!binding!buffer!!(10!mM!HEPES,!140!mM!NaCl,!2.5!mM!CaCl2,!ph!7.4).!Cells!were!incubated!in!the!1X!Annexin!V!binding!buffer!with!Annexin!V!AlexaFluorK488! Conjugate! (1:20)! (Invitrogen,! Canada)! for! 15!minutes! at! 37˚C! with! 5!%! CO2,!protected! from! light.! Fluorescence!was! detected! and! quantified!with! imageKbased!cytometry! with! a! Tali®! ImageKBased! Cytometer! (Life! Technologies! Inc.,! Cat! No.!T10796,!Burlington,!ON,!Canada).!Fluorescence!readings!were!expressed!as!relative!fluorescence!units!(RFU).!
Hoechst!Staining!
! In!order!to!visualize!the!nuclei!of!treated!cancerous!and!nonKcancerous!cells,!Hoechst!staining!was!employed.!!Cells!were!seeded!into!6!well!plates!and,!following!attachment,! were! treated! with! either! the! curcumin! analogues! alone! or! in!combination!with!PL.!At!the!desired!time!point,!cells!were!incubated!with!10!µM!of!the!Hoechst!33342!dye!(Molecular!Probes,!Eugene,!OR,!USA)!for!15!minutes!at!37˚C!(protected! from! light).! Cells! were! then! imaged! using! a! Leica! DM! IRB! inverted!fluorescence!microscope!(Wetzlar,!Germany)!at!400X!magnification. 
Tubulin!Polymerization!Assay!! A! porcine! tubulin! and! fluorescence! based! tubulin! polymerization! assay! kit!(Cytoskeleton! Inc.;! Cat.! #! BK011P)!was! used! to! access! the! effect! of! curcumin! and!curcumin!analogues!on!tubulin!polymerization.!The!assay!was!conducted!based!on!manufactorers! recommendations.! Tubulin! reaction! buffer! (2!mg/ml! tubulin! in! 80!mM!PIPES!pH!6.9,!2.0!mM!MgCl2,!0.5!mM!EGTA,!1.0mM!GTP!and!15%!glycerol)!was!mixed! with! the! control! (DMSO),! paclitaxel! (positive! control),! colchicine! (negative!
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! To! determine! if! any! of! the! curcumin! analogues! had! an! effect! on! triple!negative! inflammatory! breast! cancer! cells! (SUM!149),! a!WSTK1! assay!was! used! to!assess!their!effect!on!cell!viability.!SUM!149!cells!were!incubated!with!WSTK1!dye!96!hours! following! treatment! with! three! doses! of! each! of! the! analogues! and! the!absorbance!was!measured!(Figure!2).!An!analogue!was!considered!to!be!efficacious!if!it!decreased!the!cellular!viability!to!60%!or!lower!at!any!of!the!three!doses.!Based!on!this!criterion,!compounds!A,!F,!H!and!I!were!all!considered!to!have!an!efficacious!effect!on!the!SUM!149!cells!and!were!selected!for!further!experimentation.!!
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Figure!2:! Screening!of!Curcumin!Analogues! in!SUM!149! Inflammatory!Breast!
Cancer! Cells.! SUM! 149! cells! were! treated! with! three! doses! of! each! curcumin!analogue! (AKJ).!At!96!hours! following! treatment,! cells!were! incubated!with!WSTK1!dye! for! 4! hours! and! the! absorbance! was! measured! at! 450! nm! at! the! end! point.!Results!are!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!control.!Values!shown!are!expressed!as!the!mean!±!SD!from!triplicates.!!!
Detailed!Analysis!of! the!Effect!of!Compounds!A,!F,!H!and! I!on! the!Viability!of!
Cancerous!and!Non:Cancerous!Cells!!

















































































compared!to!the!approximate!EC50!value!of!10!µM!for!curcumin!(Figure!3E),!we!see!that! the!analogues!are!greater!than!10Kfold!more!effective!than!curcumin.!Next!we!wanted!to!evaluate!the!effect!of!our!compounds!on!nonKcancerous!cells!to!determine!whether! the! compounds!were! selective.! For! this,! normal!human! fibroblasts! (NHF)!were!treated!with!the!same!doses!of!compounds!A,!F,!H,!and!I!for!72!hours.!As!done!with! the! cancerous! cells,! a!WSTK1! assay! was! used! to! evaluate! their! effect! on! the!viability! of! the! NHFs! (Figure! 4).! The! compounds! all! exhibited! some! form! of!selectivity.!Compound!A!and!I!(Figure!4A,!4D)!showed!no!toxicity!to!the!NHFs,!while!Compound!F!showed!very!slight!toxicity!at!its!highest!dose!(Figure!4B).!Compound!H! (Figure! 4C)! caused! the! largest! reduction! in! NHF! cellular! viability! and! was!therefore! removed! from! further! studies,! although! it! still! has! the! potential! for! a!therapeutic! window.! Collectively! these! results! indicate! that,! like! curcumin,!compounds!A,!F!and! I! are! selective! towards! cancer! cells;!however! the! compounds!are!effective!at!much!lower!doses!than!curcumin.!!
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Figure!3:! Curcumin!Analogues!A,! F,!H! and! I!Reduce! the!Viability! of! SUM!149!






























































































































































































































Figure! 4:! Selectivity! of! Curcumin! Analogues! A,! F,! H! and! I.!NHFs!were! treated!with!varying!doses!of!curcumin!analogues! for!72!hours.!Following! treatment,! cells!were! incubated!with!WSTK1!dye! for!4!hours!and! the!absorbance!was!measured!at!450!nm!at!the!end!point.!Results!are!expressed!as!a!percentage!of!the!control.!Values!shown! are! expressed! as! the! mean! ±! SD! of! quadruplicates! from! two! independent!experiments.!(A)!Compound!A;!(B)!Compound!F;!(C)!Compound!H;!(D)!Compound!I.!!*p<0.05,!**p<0.01,!***p<0.001!versus!control.! 
!
Characterization! of! Apoptotic! Cell! Death! Induced! by! Curcumin! Analogues!
Using!Morphological!Features!
! We!wanted!to!look!into!the!mode!of!cell!death!being!induced!by!the!curcumin!analogues! and! compare! this! to! curcumin.! Firstly,! the! effect! of! the! curcumin!analogues!on! the!nuclear!morphology!of! SUM!149!was!examined.!To!do! this,! cells!
NHF (72 hours) 
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Effect!of!Curcumin!Analogues!on!Mitochondrial!Membrane!Potential!




Potential!in!a!Time!and!Dose!Dependent!Manner.!(A)!SUM!149!cells!were!treated!with!curcumin!or! increasing!doses!of!A,!F!or! I! for!24!or!48!hours.!At! the! indicated!time!point,!cells!were!collected!and!incubated!with!TMRM!dye.!Red!fluorescence!was!measured!using!imageKbased!cytometry!(B)!Same!experimental!method!was!used!as!in!part!A.!In!this!case,!NHFs!were!treated!for!48!hours!only.!Values!are!expressed!as!mean! ±! SD! from! three! independent! experiments.! *p<0.05,! **p<0.01,! ***p<0.001!versus!control.! !
Curcumin!Analogues!Do!Not!Affect!Tubulin!Polymerization!

































































































































tubulin! in!a!reaction!buffer.!The! fluorescence!was!monitored!every!minute! for!one!hour.!Taxol!was!used!as!a!positive!control!as! it! causes! tubulin!polymerization!and!colchicine! was! used! as! a! negative! control! as! it! is! a! known! inhibitor! of! tubulin!polymerization! (Bhattacharyya,! Panda,! Gupta,! &! Banerjee,! 2008).! Both! of! these!controls!behaved!as!they!were!anticipated!to,!validating!the!experiment.!The!results!show!that!all!three!compounds!were!very!close!to!curcumin!and!the!control!(DMSO),!indicating!that!the!compounds!likely!do!not!target!tubulin!(Figure!7).!!
!
Figure! 7:! Compounds! A,! F! and! I! Do!Not! Target! Tubulin.!Each!of! the!curcumin!analogues!and!curcumin!were!incubated!with!tubulin!for!an!hour.!The!fluorescence!was! measured! every! minute! during! the! oneKhour! incubation.! Colchicine! and!paclitaxel! were! used! as! negative! and! positive! controls,! respectively.! Results! are!expressed!as!the!mean!of!duplicates.!
!
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Piperlongumine! Enhances! the! Selective! Cytotoxicity! of! the! Curcumin!
Analogues!in!Cancer!Cells!When!Used!in!Combination!
Combinatorial! studies! have! been! conducted! with! curcumin! and! other!chemotherapeutics! and! yielded!positive! results! (Altenburg! et! al.,! 2011;! Epelbaum,!Schaffer,! Vizel,! Badmaev,! &! BarKSela,! 2010;! Patel! &! Majumdar,! 2009).! Thus,! we!wanted! to! see! if! we! could! find! an! enhancement! of! anticancer! activity! with! our!compounds!with! other! anticancer! agents.!We! chose! to! evaluate! the! combinatorial!effects!with!piperlongumine!(PL).!Firstly,!we!tested!to!effect!of!combining!subKlethal!doses!(around!the!EC50)!of!PL!and!each!of!our!compounds!on!the!cellular!viability!of!SUM!149!cells!using!the!WSTK1!assay;! for!comparison!purposes!we!also!tested!the!effect!of!PL!and!compounds!A,!F!and!I!separately.!The!combination!of!Compound!F!and!PL,!as!well!as!Compound!I!and!PL,!showed!significant!enhancement.!(Figure!8B,!8C).!The!addition!of!Compound!A!to!PL!potentiated! its!effect!(Figure!8A).!We!then!wanted! to! test! the! effects! of! our! combinations! on! normal! cells! to! evaluate! their!selectivity.!For!this!we!did!the!same!test!with!normal!human!fibroblasts!(NHF)!and!normalKderived!colon!mucosa!cells!(NCM460).!The!same!combinations!that!brought!the!percent!viability!of!SUM!149!cells!below!25%!had!little!to!no!observable!effects!on!the!NHFs!and!NCM460!cells!(Figure!9).! !Collectively!these!results!show!that!coKtreatment! of! the! curcumin! analogues! and! PL! leads! to! strong! enhancement! of!anticancer!activity!in!SUM!149!cells;!importantly,!these!combinations!are!selective!to!the!breast!cancer!cells,!as!they!did!not!reduce!the!viability!of!two!nonKcancerous!cell!lines.!
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Figure! 8:! Enhanced! Anti:Cancer! Effects! with! Co:treatment! with! Curcumin!
























































































Figure! 9:! Combination! of! Curcumin! Analogues! and! PL! is! Selective! to! Breast!


























































































































Membrane!Potential!! Since! the! curcumin! analogues! decrease!mitochondrial! membrane! potential!and! PL! causes! increased! ROS! levels! (Raj! et! al.,! 2011),! we!wanted! to! evaluate! the!effect!of!our!three!combinations!on!the!mitochondrial!membrane!potential!(MMP).!To!do!this!we!again!measured!MMP!using!TMRM!dye.!For!this!SUM!149!cells!were!treated!with! the! three! combinations! for! either! 24! or! 48! hours! and,! following! cell!collection,! incubated!with! TMRM!dye.! The! red! TMRM! fluorescence!was!measured!using!imageKbased!cytometry.!For!comparison!purposes,!the!effect!of!the!curcumin!analogues!and!PL!alone!was!also!measured.!Combining!the!curcumin!analogues!and!PL! resulted! in! a! significant! decrease! in! MMP! at! 48! hours,! in! comparison! to! the!control!and!the!compounds!alone!(Figure!10A).!We!also!evaluated!the!effect!of!the!combinations! on! the!MMP! of! NHFs! to! confirm! selectivity.!When! compared! to! the!SUM!149!data,!none!of!the!combinations!caused!a!drastic!decrease!in!the!MMP!of!the!NHFs! (Figure! 10B).! These! results! confirm! the! selectivity! of! the! combinations! and!suggest!that!the!mitochondria!may!be!a!possible!target.!!
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Figure! 10:! Combinatorial! Treatment! with! PL! Decreases! Mitochondrial!
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PL! and! Curcumin! Analogue! Combination! Treatment! leads! to! Increased!
Apoptosis! as! characterized! by! Nuclear! Morphology! and! Annexin! V! binding!
Assay!! Next! we! wanted! to! look! into! the! effect! of! our! combinations! on! nuclear!morphology.! To! accomplish! this,! SUM! 149! cells! were! treated! with! the! curcumin!analogues,! PL! or! the! combination! of! the! two.! At! the! 48Khour! time! point! following!treatment,! the! cells! were! incubated! with! Hoechst! 33342! dye! for! 15! minutes! and!imaged! using! a! fluorescent! microscope.! Corresponding! phase! pictures! were! also!taken.!The!resulting!images!show!that!the!combination!did!increase!the!number!of!apoptotic! cells;! this! result!was!most! drastic! for! the! combinations! of! Compound! A!and!PL!and!Compound!I!and!PL!(Figure!11A).!The!increase!in!apoptosis!induced!by!the! combination! of! Compound! F! and! PL! was! not! substantial! in! comparison! to!Compound! F! on! its! own;! this! is! because! even! at! the! low! dose,! most! of! the! cells!treated!with!compound!F!were!already!apoptotic.!The!corresponding!phase!pictures!show!that!the!combinations!caused!the!cells!to!shrink!and!begin!to!fragment.!Again,!we!wanted!to!confirm!the!selectivity!of!the!combinations.!For!this!we!conducted!the!same! experiment! on! NHFs! (Figure! 11B).! The! nuclei! of! the! NHFs! treated!with! the!combinations! did! not! show! the! same! apoptotic!morphology! as! the! SUM!149! cells.!The!corresponding!phase!pictures!also!show!that! the! treated!NHFs!are!healthy,!as!they! look! similar! to! the! control.! This! again! confirms! that! the! combinations! of! the!curcumin!analogues!and!PL!are!selective!to!SUM!149!cells.!!To!quantify!the!apoptotic!induction!caused!by!the!combinations,!an!Annexin!V! binding! assay! was! used.! Annexin! V! binds! to! externalized! phosphatidyserine;!
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Figure! 11:! ! Effect! of! Co:treatment!
with! Curcumin! Analogues! and! PL!















































































   
   











   
   


















   
   






























































































In!this!report!we!have!shown!that!three!synthetic!curcumin!analogues!have!unprecedented!antiKcancer!activity,!which!is!tenKtimes!higher!than!native!curcumin.!We! discovered! that! these! curcumin! analogues! induce! apoptosis! by! seemingly!targeting! the! mitochondria! of! cancer! cells! selectively.! We! chose! to! use! SUM! 149!human! inflammatory! breast! cancers! cells! because! they! are! tripleKnegative! and!aggressive.! TripleKnegative! inflammatory! breast! cancer! is! associated! with! poor!survival! rates! and! limited! treatment! options.! Natural! compounds! represent! an!attractive!alternative! to!current!chemotherapeutics!because! they!are!often!used! in!traditional! medicine! and! thus! not! associated! with! harsh! side! effects.! One! such!natural! product! is! curcumin.! Curcumin! has! been! used! for! centuries! in! traditional!medicine! and! has! recently! been! found! to! have! antiKcancer! properties.! It! is!widely!used!as!an!everyday!cooking!spice!and!has!no!known!toxicity!to!humans!(Aggarwal,!Sundaram,!Malani,!&!Ichikawa,!2007).!Curcumin!has!had!limited!success!as!a!cancer!therapy! in! clinical! trials! because! it! has! low! bioavailability! and! high! doses! are!required! (Anand,! Kunnumakkara,! Newman,! &! Aggarwal,! 2007).! We! wanted! to!develop!novel!synthetic!curcumin!analogues!in!an!attempt!to!combat!these!setbacks.!!Through!screening!and!time!and!dose!kinetics!we!discovered!three!curcumin!analogues! that! had! remarkably! high! cytotoxicity! selectively! in! breast! cancer! cells.!Their!EC50!values!were!all!below!1!µM!(as!low!as!480!nM),!which!is!over!tenKtimes!lower! than! that! of! natural! curcumin! (approximately! 10! µM).! Other! groups! have!developed!curcumin!analogues!with!effective!concentrations!between!2!and!10!μM!(Qu!et!al.,!2013;!Zhou!et!al.,!2014);!our!effective!concentrations!are!markedly!lower.!
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We!also!evaluated!the!mode!of!action!of!our!curcumin!analogues!and!compared!this!to! natural! curcumin.! We! showed! that,! like! curcumin,! our! compounds! induced!apoptotic!morphology! in! SUM!149! nuclei! and! cells.!We! saw! that! the! nuclei! of! the!treated! cells! were! brightly! stained! and! condensed! in! comparison! to! the! control;!furthermore,! the! phase! pictures! showed! that! the! cells! exhibited! shrinkage! and!fragmentation,! all! of!which! are! signs! of! apoptosis.! This! effect!was! not! seen! in! the!NHFs,! confirming! the! selectivity! of! our! compounds.! Natural! curcumin! has! been!found! to! inhibit! NFKκB,! possibly! contributing! to! its! antiKcancer! effects! (Zhou,!Beevers,! &! Huang,! 2011).! Since! the! curcumin! analogues! are! very! active! in!inflammatory! breast! cancer,! NFKκB! may! be! a! possible! target,! as! it! is! involved! in!inflammation;!this!will!likely!be!addressed!in!future!work.!TubulinKtargeting! drugs! are! extensively! used! in! cancer! therapy.! For! this!reason,! we! wanted! to! test! the! effects! of! our! curcumin! analogues! on! tubulin!polymerization.!Unlike!paclitaxel,!which!stabilizes!tubulin!polymerization,!we!found!that!natural!curcumin!and!the!curcumin!analogues!did!not!affect!tubulin,!indicating!that!they!act!in!a!different!manner.!!Curcumin!has!been!shown!to!affect!a!great!number!of!proteins!and!pathways!(Nagaraju!et!al.,!2012)!and,!because!of! this,! its!exact!method!of!action! in!cancer! is!still! debated.! Natural! curcumin! has! been! found! to! effect! mitochondriaKrelated!targets;!for!example,!curcumin!induces!the!release!of!AIF!and!inhibits!BclKXL!(Ma!et!al.,! 2011;!Rashmi,! Santhosh!Kumar,!&!Karunagaran,!2003;!Reddy!et!al.,! 2014).!For!this! reason,! we! evaluated! whether! our! curcumin! analogues! were! able! to! cause!mitochondrial!collapse.!We!found!that!our!compounds!caused!a!significant!decrease!
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in! the! MMP! of! SUM! 149! cells! but! not! NHFs,! pointing! to! the! mitochondria! as! a!potential!target.!!In! addition! to! being! investigated! as! a! cancer! therapy! on! its! own,! curcumin!has! been! largely! investigated! in! combination! with! other! compounds! and!chemotherapeutics,!with!success!(Altenburg!et!al.,!2011;!Epelbaum!et!al.,!2010;!Patel!&!Majumdar,!2009).!For!these!reasons,!we!chose!to!test!the!potential!of!combining!our!curcumin!analogues!with!another!compound.!Piperlongumine!(PL)!was!chosen!because!it!selectively!targets!cancer!cells!by!increasing!ROS!levels!(Raj!et!al.,!2011).!We!hypothesized!that!increasing!ROS!levels!and!oxidative!stress!would!sensitize!the!mitochondria!to!treatment!with!the!curcumin!analogues.!In!addition!to!this,!we!are!using!breast!cancer!cells!and!PL!has!had!success!against!breast!cancer!in!in&vitro&and!
in&vivo&models!(Raj!et!al.,!2011;!Yao,!Yao,!He,!Li,!&!Liu,!2013).!We!showed!that!coKtreatment! of! our! analogues!with! PL! yielded! an! enhanced! decrease! in! the! cellular!viability! of! the! SUM! 149! cells! selectively.! We! showed! that! the! combinatorial!treatment! increased! the! induction! of! apoptosis.! Furthermore,! we! also! discovered!that!these!coKtreatments!led!to!a!significant,!enhanced!decrease!in!MMP!of!SUM!149!cells! in! comparison! to! the! control! and! the! compounds!alone!The! lack!of! apoptotic!induction! and! relatively! unchanged! MMP! in! NHFs! confirmed! that! these!combinatorial! treatments! were! selective! to! the! breast! cancer! cells.! Our! results!suggest! that! coKtreatment!of!PL! and! the! curcumin!analogues!may!be! targeting! the!mitochondria! like! we! hypothesized.! The! increased! ROS! levels! caused! by! PL! may!further! sensitize! the!mitochondria! to! treatment!with! the! analogues,! or! vice! versa.!Because! cancer! cells! have! higher! basal! levels! of! ROS! (Liou! &! Storz,! 2010),! the!
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increased!ROS!levels!may!be!tolerated!by!the!nonKcancerous!cells!while!detrimental!to!the!cancerous!cells;!this!may,!in!part,!explain!the!selectivity!of!the!combinations.!The!modifications! in! the! structures!of! the! curcumin!analogues!have! lead! to!remarkably! improved! activity! in! comparison! to! curcumin,! allowing! for! the! use! of!very!low!doses.!The!effective!concentrations!of!our!compounds!are!lower!than!many!of!the!current!chemotherapeutics.!Combining!these!analogues!with!another!natural!compound!has!allowed!for!the!effective!concentrations!to!be!decreased!even!further.!The!changes!in!the!structures!of!our!analogues!may!have!led!to!more!specific!targets!that!are!relevant!to!cancer,!rather!than!a!multitude!of! targets.!This!would!possibly!explain! their! improved! potency.! Improved! bioavailability! is! another! possible!explanation! for! the! increased! potency! of! the! curcumin! analogues! and! should! be!evaluated! in! the! future! to! evaluate! whether! it! is! greater! than! that! of! curcumin.!Perhaps! the! most! important! characteristic! of! our! curcumin! analogues! is! their!mitochondrial! targeting.! Most! chemotherapeutics! target! tubulin! and! DNA;! these!targets!are!associated!with!toxicity,!lack!of!selectivity!and!severe!side!effects!(Jordan!&!Wilson,!2004;!J.!Zhou!&!Giannakakou,!2005).!Our!compounds,!on!the!other!hand,!do!not!target!tubulin!and!instead!may!target!the!mitochondria.!The!mitochondria!is!an! attractive! target! for! cancer! therapeutics.! Cancer! cells! have! very! different!mitochondria! than! nonKcancerous! cells.! Cancer! cells! have! different! energy!metabolism!to!allow!for!increased!proliferation!and!survival.!They!rely!more!heavily!on! glycolysis! for! energy! production,! even! in! aerobic! conditions,! resulting! in!resistance! to! apoptosis! and!mitochondria! with! altered! functions! and!morphology!(Gogvadze,! Zhivotovsky,! &! Orrenius,! 2010;!Warburg,! 1956).! Targeting! the! altered!
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mitochondria!of!cancerous!cells!may!account!for!the!selectivity!of!our!compounds.!!
In! conclusion! we! have! shown! novel! curcumin! analogues! that! reduce! the!viability,! induce!apoptosis!and!decrease!MMP!in!SUM!149!cells!selectively!at! lower!doses! than! natural! curcumin.! Interestingly! these! results!were! enhanced!when! the!curcumin!analogues!were! combined!with!PL.!We!hope! this!work!may!open!a!new!window!of!opportunity!in!the!fight!against!breast!cancer.!
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Conclusions!Nature! has! provided! us! with! many! important! compounds! that! are! widely!used! in! health! care! today,! for! example! penicillin,! paclitaxel! and! colchicine! (Ben>Chetrit!&!Levy,!1998;!Guenard,!Gueritte>Voegelein,!&!Potier,!1993;!Miller,!2002).!In!fact! over! half! of! the! drugs! currently! available! to! treat! cancer! are! either! natural!products!or!derivatives!of!natural!products!(Gordaliza,!2007).!Unfortunately,!many!of!the!natural!compounds!suffer!a!setback!like!low!bioavailability,!poor!stability,!low!yield,! toxicity,! or! lack! of! specificity,! which! limits! their! development! as! cancer!therapeutics.! If! a! natural! product! is! not! completely! optimal,! should! it! be!disregarded?!In!many!cases!the!answer!is!no.!Many!natural!products!can!be!used!as!a! starting! point! or! framework! for! the! development! of! a! drug,! as! their! beneficial!potential! should! not! be! ignored! based! on! a! setback.! For! example,! many! have!overcome!bioavailability!problems!by!changing! the!method!of!drug!delivery!using!micelles,!nanoparticles!and!liposomes!(Cridge,!Larsen,!&!Rosengren,!2013).!!!The! development! of! synthetic! analogues! of! natural! products! is! one! of! the!most!important!features!of!today’s!pharmaceutical! industry.!There!are!many!cases!where! a! synthetic! analogues! derived! from! a! natural! products! have! outperformed!the! native! compound,! as! seen!with! our! curcumin! analogues.! The! development! of!synthetic! analogues! of! penicillin! has! led! to! penicillins!with! enhanced! efficacy! and!varied!activity!(Miller,!2002).!!The!main! theme! of! this! thesis!was! to! synthesize! various! analogues! of! two!natural!compounds,!colchicine!and!curcumin,!and!evaluate!their!anti>cancer!activity.!Our! collaborators,! Dr.! Green! and! Dr.! Wang,! have! synthesized! these! synthetic!
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analogues.! Interestingly,! I! observed! that! allocolchicine! analogues! varied! in! their!selectivity,!mechanism! of! action! and! toxicity! in! cancerous! and! non>cancerous! cell!lines.!We!found!that!(S)>3,8,9,10>tetramethoxyallocolchicine!(Green!1)!induced!pro>death! autophagy! and!necrosis! by! increasing!ROS! levels! selectively! in! cancer! cells,!with!only!a!slight!effect!on!tubulin!polymerization.!N>acetyl>O>methylcolchinol!(NSC!51046),!on!the!other!hand,!induced!apoptosis!in!both!cancerous!and!non>cancerous!cell!lines!and!targeted!tubulin!polymerization.!One!of!the!important!findings!of!this!work!is!that!a!small!isomeric!change!in!the!structures!of!the!two!compounds!led!to!very!drastic!differences!in!their!activities.!In! the! case! of! the! curcumin! analogues,! many! of! them! showed! remarkably!higher! efficacy! than! curcumin! (with! their!EC50!values!more! than! ten! times! lower!than! curcumin).! Like! curcumin,! they! induced! apoptosis! and! destabilized! MMP! at!very!low!concentrations!selectively!in!cancer!cells.!Interestingly,!when!we!combined!these! analogues! with! another! natural! compound,! piperlongumine,! we! observed!enhanced!cytotoxicity!to!cancer!cells.!Although!these!results!are!based!on!a!cellular!model! of! cancer! only,! they! open! up! an! interesting!window!of! opportunity! for! the!development!of!these!compounds!as!anti>cancer!drugs.!The!results!from!this!work!validate!the!importance!and!need!for!further!investigation!of!natural!products!and!their!synthetic!analogues!in!the!development!of!cancer!therapeutics.!!!!!!
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Future!Directions!
Colchicine*Derivatives*! The! different! allocolchicine! derivatives! behaved! very! differently! from! each!other!and!colchicine.!The!changes! in!structure!between!the!derivatives!resulted! in!drastically!different!potencies,!selectivity!and!modes!of!action.!Although!one!of!the!novel! derivatives,! Green! 1,! showed! selectivity! in! targeting! cancer! cells,! more!preclinical! work! is! needed! to! evaluate! its! selectivity! and! efficacy! for! clinical!development.!Our!initial!in*vivo!experiments!indicated!that!Green!1!is!well!tolerated!in! mice! but! its! efficacy! in! inhibiting! tumour! growth! in! xenotransplanted! human!tumours! was! inconclusive.! The! other! synthetic! analogue,! NSC! 51046,! was! not!selective;! therefore! it! could! not! be! used! for! further! development.! It! would! be!beneficial!to!investigate!whether!the!changes!in!the!structures!of!the!derivatives!has!led! to! different! molecular! target(s).! Based! on! these! results,! we! hypothesize! that!other!synthetic!analogues!could!have!very!high!selectivity!and!efficacy.!!
*
Curcumin*Analogues*! We! screened! ten! synthetic! analogues! of! curcumin! and! discovered! three! of!them! that! showed! substantial! efficacy.! Our! collaborators! have! a! library! of! 400!derivatives! of! curcumin! and! further! screenings! must! be! done! with! the! complete!library.!On!the!other!hand,!the!active!analogues!already!discovered!should!be!tested!on!additional!cancerous!and!non>cancerous!cell!lines!to!determine!their!efficacy!and!selectivity.!For!the!cell!lines!where!we!saw!efficacious!results,!it!would!be!beneficial!to! investigate! these! effects! further.! The! efficacy! of! the! curcumin! analogues! was!
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determined! in! SUM! 149! breast! cancer! cells.! At! this! point,! it! would! be! largely!beneficial!to!determine!the!molecular!target(s)!of!the!analogues.!This!would!reveal!a!more! specific! mechanism! of! action! and! allow! for! comparison! with! curcumin.! It!would!be!interesting!to!see!whether!the!analogues!have!similar!targets!as!curcumin!or! different! and!more! specific! targets! in! cancer! cells.! The! effect! of! the! curcumin!analogues!on!various!proteins!can!be!evaluated!using!a!Western!blot.!Additionally,!targets!can!be!identified!by!labeling!the!curcumin!analogues!with!a!tag!(ex.!biotin)!and! then! pulling! down! interacting! protein(s)! and! identifying! these! proteins! by!MALDI>MS.!These! experiments!may! lead! to! the! identification!of!novel! targets! that!are! present! exclusively! in! cancer! cells.! Another! thing! that! could! be! done! is!determine! the! curcumin! analogues’! uptake! by! the! cells! and! different! subcellular!compartments.!!Additionally,! it! is! important! to! evaluate! the! bioavailability! of! the! curcumin!analogues.! Bioavailability! is! one! of! the! main! issues! with! native! curcumin! and! it!would! be! beneficial! to! see! whether! this! problem! has! been! overcome! by! these!analogues.!This! can!be!done!using! in*vivo! studies!with!mice.!Various!doses!of! the!curcumin!analogues!can!be!given!to!the!mice!and!the!amount!of!the!analogues!in!the!blood! and!various! tissues,! at! various! time!points! following! administration,! can!be!monitored.!It!would!also!be!interesting!to!evaluate!the!differences!in!bioavailability!through! different! modes! of! administration,! such! as! oral! (in! drinking! water! and!gavaging),!subcutaneous!and!intravenous!injections.!!Furthermore,! in*vivo!studies!must!be!conducted!to!evaluate!the!toxicity!and!efficacy!of!the!curcumin!analogues.!Toxicity!studies!can!be!accomplished!by!treating!
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